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Abstract 
 

In this thesis, I examine the ideological, theological, and archetypal forces behind early 

New England colonists' conception of America as the potential for a “New Canaan”, an idealized 

and restocked version of the overburdened, at-capacity, denuded agrarian Europe they left behind 

but which continued to shape their perceptions of their ongoing experience. In particular, their 

conception of an omnipotent, judgmental, white, male anthropomorphized God would guide their 

notions of their own sense of entitlement and supremacy in these new lands inhabited by non 

white people and wild non humans. This vision would affect nearly all early American practices 

and attitudes relating to ‘New’ World flora, fauna, conceptions of wilderness, and the 

disintegration of indigenous societies, and it would influence the shape taken by emerging 

extraction and subsistence economies. In addition, the transmission of European cultural 

elements such as witch hysteria and an emerging proto capitalism of colonial resource 

commodification to New England was emblematic of this overarching worldview. The 

subordination or elimination of animals, plants, and whole ecosystems by colonists often 

mirrored constructed human social and gender subordination hierarchies, and was often powered 

by compulsive acquisitive proto-capitalist behavior from the subsistence level to the owner class. 
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Introduction 
 

 

 

Figure 1. The first of the famous Harvard Forest diorama series, entitled “Pre-Settlement 

Forest.”1 Note how it shows no trees looking older than a century. 

 

 

 

Scholars writing about the environmental history of early New England always point out 

the fact that native American practices including setting fires for hunting and agricultural 

 
 

1 http://harvardforest.fas.harvard.edu/diorama-series/landscape-history-central-new-england 

 
 

http://harvardforest.fas.harvard.edu/diorama-series/landscape-history-central-new-england
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purposes were manipulating ecosystems long before Europeans arrived, and that the notion of a 

‘pristine’ forest is a pipedream conjured up by sentimental Romantics. It is almost as if they feel 

it is their obligation to give some stern ‘real talk’ to the ideas of anyone still clinging to a false 

nostalgia for a world that never was.2 

What makes this problematic, even if largely true, is that besides reeking of Eurocentric 

apologetics and a reductionism dressed in the imparting of agency to subaltern indigenous 

peoples, it fails to convey the qualitative effects, their scale, and the sheer velocity of European 

impacts versus native impacts on the ecology of the Americas and comes dangerously close to 

equivocation. Yes, humans everywhere were changing every ecosystem they touched since 

neolithic times, but was the America of the contact and colonial eras really not ‘pristine’ in even 

the least generous relative sense when compared to western Europe during the same period? 

Europeans at the time seemed to think it was, and that is how they described it in their journals, 

diaries, zoological and botanical reports.3 And then there is the centuries-long colonization, 

extraction, and exploitation based on the idea of the seemingly limitless bounty and frontiers of 

this ‘New World’. 

Of course, many of these same scholars embark on a second qualification soon afterward 

to set the record straight, again, but this knee-jerk compulsion to throw doubt on the absolute, 

cataclysmic severity of the ecological end-stage event deliberately carried out by Europeans 

arrogant with a self-serving conviction resembling a ‘holy war’ of eradication and 

commodification against the people, the wildlife, and the land itself is somewhat suspicious. 

While it is impossible to interrogate or psychoanalyze an academic tradition, given the level of 
 
 

2 http://jan.ucc.nau.edu/~alcoze/for398/class/pristinemyth.html 
3 Susan Scott-Parrish; American Curiosity: Cultures of Natural History in the Colonial British Atlantic World , 

(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2006), 28 

http://jan.ucc.nau.edu/~alcoze/for398/class/pristinemyth.html
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misdirection, a criminal detective might ask who they were trying to protect or what they were 

hiding from or trying to cover up. 

In this process of historical mitigation some even suggest that there were very few 

ancient trees in eastern North America of comparable size to those giants found on the West 

Coast and in the equatorial Amazon at this time. While giant Sequoia are in fact unique, a 

handful of massive specimens of common species alive today belie the notion that eastern forests 

saw only stunted individuals. And the fact that trees are often perfectly biodegradable, leaving 

little evidence of their existence in the earth centuries after death, or that photographic evidence 

from early frontier regions east of the Mississippi in places like Ohio, Tennessee, and North 

Carolina proves that massive trees were in fact common, has done little to shake this notion.4 The 

‘wolf trees’,5 ‘witness trees’,6 and ‘witch’s oaks’ still alive today tell a story of a lost world 

where such giants were common. One wonders whether the loss of massive Edenesque canopy 

forests posted by centuries-old trees is just too much to bear or feel culturally culpable for. Is it 

just much 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 https://www.acf.org/our-community/news/images/8914/ 
5 http://www.americanforests.org/magazine/article/wolf-trees-elders-of-the-eastern-forest/ 
6 http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0072540 

http://www.acf.org/our-community/news/images/8914/
http://www.acf.org/our-community/news/images/8914/
http://www.acf.org/our-community/news/images/8914/
http://www.americanforests.org/magazine/article/wolf-trees-elders-of-the-eastern-forest/
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Figure 2. The White Oak “Worshipping Oak” in Haverhill, Massachusetts dates to at least 1648 

when, before the completion of their meeting house, it was already large enough for early 

settlers to meet under for church services.7 The tree, which had ceased producing acorns and 

was nearly hollow at its base, fell to the ground on April 20, 2017. 

 

 

 
easier to believe that the New England wilderness of the seventeenth century looked pretty much 

like its remaining patches do today, with its sixty-foot trees, most no older than a hundred years, 

its lack of beaver dams along with beaver themselves, and the absence of wolf, elk, and the rest 

of its long gone residents whose pre contact numbers are also often similarly underestimated? 

What makes this of crucial importance critically is that there is an ecological ‘phase change’ 
 

 
 

7 http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/mass/east_ma/hewlett_ma_gallery2.htm 

http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/mass/east_ma/hewlett_ma_gallery2.htm
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between young and old-growth forest habitat, with concomitant differences in species 

distribution and variety. Briefly stated, the older the trees 
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Figure 3. The Shelton family poses for a photograph in front of a dead Chestnut tree in Tremont 

Falls, Tennessee in the early twentieth century.8 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. A massive Sycamore tree in Harvard, Massachusetts known as the "Whipping Tree" 

where a Shaker farmer is said to have been tied and whipped.9 

 

 
 

and forest area, the exponentially greater the biodiversity. Regional varieties begin to occur 

given the time, so an ecosystem thousands of years old structured around multiple generations of 

 

 

8 https://www.acf.org/our-community/news/images/8914/ 
9 http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/mass/east_ma/hewlett_ma_gallery2.htm 

 
 

http://www.acf.org/our-community/news/images/8914/
http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/mass/east_ma/hewlett_ma_gallery2.htm
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400-year-old trees takes far longer than four hundred years to replace even when possible. And 

of course the individual inhabitants cannot be replaced and are lost forever. 

There is a sense that we should know better by now, that the breadth of our understanding 

of even the most rudimentary grade school ecology lessons should have fundamentally altered 

how we write about and research extraction economies by now. Yet the same unalloyed 

intellectual despair which has given us some of the most assiduously researched and revealing 

monographs on slavery, repression, classism, racism, gender inequality, etcetera, still seems 

lacking in much of the academic literature loosely organized under the headings of 

environmental history and historical ecology, with only animal studies producing occasional 

Jeremiadic works from the blade-side of the experience. 

It is possible that despite how far we may think we have come, the traditional beliefs of 

the Abrahamic worldview persist, and with so much momentum likely still dominate. Thus while 

some lip service may be given to ecologies lost, much more attention is often given to all the 

ingenious uses early colonists found for these living ‘resources’, stripped as they are of any 

respect for self-determination and still largely considered soulless. Again, the legacied-in belief 

systems which make such perspectives possible may carry far more weight beneath the surface 

than many are willing to admit or are perhaps even capable of recognizing. 

Similarly, it is an ongoing discussion of where environmental history ends and natural 

history, ecology and geography begin. Whether due to a belief system founded on the story of 

Adam being given dominion over nature or to an atheist’s conception of the primacy of man in 

an evolutionary hierarchy, environmental history seems to require a human protagonist of some 

sort in the narrative, even if only as a solitary witness to the non-human, natural world they 
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describe. In the case of North America this is complicated by the existence of two sets of human 

actors, the recent arrivals from Europe and the descendants of those earliest travelers who 

crossed arctic tundra between ten and twenty thousand years earlier. Both had catastrophic 

ecological effects on the regions they inhabited as the technological expressions of the 

civilizations they represented. The first set likely hunted several large herbivore species 

including the mammoth and giant sloth to extinction, displacing and extirpating their ‘natural’ 

predators in the process, and their descendants’ firing and planting practices created the open 

spaces in forests mentioned earlier. But the second set would change the course of rivers, remove 

forests altogether, and level mountaintops in a fraction of the time. So there is certainly a 

difference in scale. 

As the technological expression of early modern Western civilization, the termite-like 

progression of European settlers and later American pioneers moving from one clear-cut 

ecosystem to the next, consuming nearly all that was wild in their path, was emboldened by a 

faith-driven conception of an eternal, infinite frontier of eternal, infinite and soulless living 

resources to which they felt entitled. In popular mid-twentieth century cinema, these tales of 

settler colonialism are often soundtracked with the upbeat strains of a fiddle and a banjo, but 

from the blade-side of the encounter in the non-human world, the experience would be more 

fittingly matched with the constructed misery and horror of a dissonant Arnold Schoenberg or 

Krzysztof Penderecki composition. From the perspective of every other living thing in the torn 

landscape settlers left in their wake, whether targeted or collaterally damaged, the seventh 

trumpet was indeed blaring and the Apocalypse was at hand. 
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Figure 5. Indians, buffalo, and a lone bear flee the ghostly angel of ‘American Progress’ in John 

Gast’s famous 1872 painting. 

 

 
In this thesis, I examine the ideological, theological, and archetypal forces behind early 

New England colonists' conception of America as the potential for a “New Canaan”, an idealized 

and restocked version of the overburdened, at-capacity, denuded agrarian Europe they left behind 

but which continued to shape their perceptions of their ongoing experience. In particular, their 

conception of an omnipotent, judgmental, white, male anthropomorphized God would guide their 

notions of their own sense of entitlement and supremacy in these new lands inhabited by non 

white people and wild non humans. This vision would affect nearly all early American practices 

and attitudes relating to ‘New’ World flora, fauna, conceptions of wilderness, and the 

disintegration of indigenous societies, and it would influence the shape taken by emerging 

extraction and subsistence economies. In addition, the transmission of European cultural 

elements such as witch hysteria and an emerging proto capitalism of colonial resource 

commodification to New England was emblematic of this overarching worldview. The 
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subordination or elimination of animals, plants, and whole ecosystems by colonists often 

mirrored constructed human social and gender subordination hierarchies, and was often powered 

by compulsive acquisitive proto-capitalist behavior from the subsistence level to the owner class. 

The view from 2018 contrasts sharply with the sentiments concerning many of these 

things during the period examined. Besides changes in attitudes toward patriarchy, race, ethnic 

cleansing, and gender repression, modern scholarly work has produced broadly sourced and 

expansively researched scientific studies in sentient animal intelligence and comparative 

behavior, revealing a world where elephants cry with joy when reunited with family members 

after decades of separation and abuse, dogs are shown to reminisce, and even rats laugh when 

tickled.10 It now seems more likely than not from a scientific perspective that humans share an 

emotional spectrum with at least many of the higher mammals, such that notions of ‘irrational’ 

and ‘soul-less’ beasts seem antiquated at best, and at worst a millennia-long project of 

manufactured degradation consistent with the same anthropocentric, patriarchal, Abrahamic 

worldview. The cascading allegories of repression link all the subjects to a common point of 

origin at the top of an exploitative male hierarchy spanning continents and chronologies alike. 

And in the same way classical and archaic genocides and human rights atrocities are continually 

being reexamined by historians to contextualize the civilizations in which they occurred, it is 

possible that some day things like the winter house-breaking of beaver family units, the mass 

clubbing of young seals for the fur trade, and the ongoing, routine, and Biblically justified 

 

 

10 https://www.cell.com/current-biology/fulltext/S0960-9822(16)31142-3 , 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11229-015-0966-z , https://www.nature.com/news/playful-rats-reveal- 

brain-region-that-drives-ticklishness-1.20973 , https://www.cell.com/current-biology/fulltext/S0960- 

9822(09)01129- 

4?_returnURL=https%3A%2F%2Flinkinghub.elsevier.com%2Fretrieve%2Fpii%2FS0960982209011294%3Fshowa 

ll%3Dtrue , https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lF8em4uPdCg , 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3874604/ , 

http://www.cell.com/current-biology/fulltext/S0960-9822(16)31142-3
http://www.nature.com/news/playful-rats-reveal-
http://www.cell.com/current-biology/fulltext/S0960-
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lF8em4uPdCg
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3874604/
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extirpation of the wolf might also be similarly reexamined.11 Perhaps some day an expansive 

multidisciplinary project will be undertaken with econometric databases to evaluate the total 

numbers of every species chattelized, commodified, abused, and killed by human civilization 

throughout history. My goal is the much less ambitious one of looking at the human arrogance 

involved in doing some of these things in colonial New England, but it is my hope to give 

attention along the way to the non-human, star-crossed and tragic heroes of this specific 

ecological tragedy that was part of the American experiment, and whenever possible to depict 

them as individuals and not as dismembered commodities, objects, or products. The challenge in 

extracting their stories even in the most general sense from an overwhelmingly anthropocentric 

literature which ignored their individuality is next to impossible but the effort can yield 

worthwhile results even when not perfectly successful. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11 "The most common way of taking the beaver is that of breaking up its house, which is done with trenching -tools, 

during the winter, when the ice is strong enough to allow of approaching them; and when, also, the fur is in its most 

valuable state. Breaking up the house, however, is only a preparatory step. During the operation, the family make 

their escape to one or more of their washes. These are to be discovered, by striking the ice along the bank, and where 

the holes are, a hollow sound is returned... I was taught occasionally to distinguish a full wash from an empty one,  

by the motion of the water above its entrance, occasioned by the breathing of the animals concealed in it. From the 

washes, they must be taken out with the hands; and in doing this, the hunter sometimes receives severe wounds from 

their teeth".- from the journal of Alexander Henry, 1809. The very fact that Henry describes the beaver as 

constituting a ‘family’ reveals some understanding of their sentience. 
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Figure 6. Howard Pyle’s 1909 painting ‘A Wolf Had Not Been Seen at Salem for Thirty Years’. 

While the human subjects of the painting see a threatening beast, twenty-first century observers 

might see a tired, starving animal with its tail between its legs. These differences in perception 

point to larger attitudinal changes toward animals in recent years. 
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Chapter One 

 

 

 

But now behold the admirable Acts of Christ; at this his peoples landing, the hideous Thickets in 

this place were such, that Wolfes and Beares nurst up their young from the eyes of all beholders, 

in those very places where the streets are full of Girles and Boys sporting up and downe, with a 

continued concourse of people. 

Edward Johnson, Wonder-Working Providence of Sions Saviour in New England 

 

God blessed them; and God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth, and subdue 

it; and rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky and over every living thing that 

moves on the earth. Then God said, “Behold, I have given you every plant yielding seed that is 

on the surface of all the earth, and every tree which has fruit yielding seed; it shall be food for 

you; and to every beast of the earth and to every bird of the sky and to every thing that moves on 

the earth which has life, I have given every green plant for food”; and it was so. 

Genesis 1:27-30 

 

 
I brought you into a fertile land to eat its fruit and rich produce. But you came and defiled my 

land and made my inheritance detestable. 

Jeremiah 2:7 

 

 

 

 

William Bradford saw scripture in every moment of the day, in the lives of all people 

regardless of station, and in the natural world itself. His writings about life in Plymouth are 

interwoven with Biblical quotes from the well known to the more obscure, as well as peppered 

here and there with supportive references in classical literature from Pliny to Aristotle. He was 

an educated man, but this frequent use of scriptural citation was not an uncommon practice for 

writers in early America and more generally for European writers of this period. While it is 
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sometimes difficult to disentangle the intentional proselytizing involved from the workaday use 

of a common body of metaphor and idiom, the overall effect of both was to frame all experience 

in scriptural context. Indeed the one thread line which unifies early American racial formations, 

misogynist gender constructs, and the most despoliating, commodifying, and utilitarian attitudes 

toward all non human life in the natural world with indifference to its degradation is the 

patriarchal belief system of Abrahamic religion. The Abrahamic god is a jealous god, he is a god 

of control and exploitation, and he is a god willing to lay waste to a city or to the entire world if 

he judges it unworthy. 

Today, when discussing the formative attitudes contributing to deforestation in early 

New England and the environmental history of the ‘Western’ world generally, scholars often 

describe a Biblical anthropocentrism and Abrahamic sense of entitlement, stemming namely 

from the belief that Adam and all men after him had God-given sovereignty over the natural 

world to use as they needed.12 Roderick Nash notes John Winthrop’s invocation of Genesis 1:28 

to justify the obligation to “improve” and “subdue” wilderness, and William Leiss cites Francis 

Bacon’s reference to Adam’s naming of animal species as emblematic of this sense of dominion 

over nature.13 A much later ‘greener’ interpretation of the idea saw man still holding a position 

of authority over the natural world, but as the steward of the environment, though it is obviously 

more difficult to find evidence for such benign sovereignty in the historical record given the 

accelerating extinction rate of wildlife species like wolf and beaver and the catastrophic decline 

in their populations and habitat wherever the God-fearing show up.14 Before and during both the 

exploration and colonial eras, these ideas can be seen both affirmed and criticized. John Calvin 

 
 

12 Leiss, William; The Domination of Nature, (New York: Beacon Press, 1972), 51 
13 Nash, Roderick Frazier, Wilderness and the American Mind, (New Haven: Yale University Press), 31; Leiss, 51 
14 https://www.nature.com/news/wildlife-in-decline-earth-s-vertebrates-fall-58-in-past-four-decades-1.20898 

http://www.nature.com/news/wildlife-in-decline-earth-s-vertebrates-fall-58-in-past-four-decades-1.20898
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himself would write that all “creatures of God” were entitled to lives free from ‘barbarous’ 

abuses by men, even if ultimately eaten or used as free labor by them, and before he was 

martyred by Mary Tudor, John Bradford would express similar sentiments when he wrote “Who 

knoweth whether God Have made them (animals) to no other end or use?” and pondered whether 

“’every creature that travaileth and groaneth’ with us; but we being restored, they also shall be 

restored” in the afterlife. This sentiment would be echoed by John Ray in 1691 when he wrote, 

“it is a generally receiv’d Opinion, that all this visible world was created for Man; that Man is 

the End of the Creation; as if there were no other End of any Creature, but some way or other to 

be serviceable to man… But tho’ this be Vulgarly receiv’d, yet wise Men now-a-days think 

otherwise.” 15 

Yet even if wise men questioned that interpretation, the general populace did not, and 

attitudes toward animals would generally exhibit the more anthropocentric reading of scripture 

regarding these matters. Even when animal welfare laws were passed like the 1641 

Massachussetts prohibition against “tyranny or cruelty against any of the brute creatures which 

are usually kept for the use of man”, the overall cruelty and tyranny of subjugation and arbitrary 

killing went unquestioned, and traditionally vilified wildlife like wolves which were routinely 

tortured to death in Biblically sanctioned extirpation projects were ostensibly excluded from 

protection. And though a growing scarcity of woodland in the old world had led even King 

James to observe in 1610, that “If woods be suffered to be felled, as daily they are, there will be 

none left,” and naturalist John Evelyn to criticize “the disproportionate spreading of tillage” and 

advocate large scale tree-planting projects in his 1664 report Sylva on the timber shortage for the 

Royal Navy, back in America where woods were plentiful, Cotton Mather’s “dismal thickets” 

15 Keith Thomas, Man and the Natural World: Changing Attitudes in England, 1500-1800, (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1983), p. 154, 166-7 
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summarized popular opinion regarding the wilderness landscape.16 It would not be until the 

eighteenth century when scarcity of timber near American urban centers became apparent that 

any attempts would be made to manage development, though even these efforts were 

contradicted by the seemingly endless stream of harvested organic resources flowing back from 

the ever-expanding frontier settlements. Aldo Leopold would thus draw on centuries of 

logistical, intellectual and theological debate regarding deforestation when he pointed to the 

Books of Isaiah and Ezekiel in articulating his ‘land ethic’.17 

Some parallels can also be seen in arguments occurring in studies of both the history of 

the racial formation scripts setting hierarchy down from ‘whiteness’ to graded degrees of the 

nonwhiteness and the patriarchal subordination of women. Michael Omi and Howard Winant 

would draw the comparison sharply when they wrote about how during and after the conquest 

era, both women and nonwhites were considered “at best lower status humans, at worst not 

human at all. They were subject to chattelization. Their labor was coerced and unremunerated; 

they were physically brutalized.”18 And Carolyn Merchant cites the prevalence in New England 

Almanacs of the story of Eve’s formation from Adam’s rib to denote her lower rank.19 

There is also a pretty strong argument for the fairly standard anthropological notion that 

belief systems including those regarding wilderness, race, and gender develop after the fact to 

interpret or justify things like ethnocentric and patriarchal historical behaviors as much as they 

represent any proscriptive imperatives or agendas, making the notion of ‘convenient’ belief 

systems somewhat redundant in a general sense. One has to wonder, though, did the people who 

 

16 Thomas, Man and the Natural World, p. 198 
17 Aldo Leopold; A Sand County Almanac, 203 
18 Michael Omi and Howard Winant; Racial Formation in the United States, (New York: Routledge, 2015), 107 
19 Carolyn Merchant, Ecological Revolutions: Nature, Gender, and Science in New England, (Chapel Hill: 

University of North Carolina Press, 1989), p. 168 
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broke and opened the wilderness in Europe and the Americas with Christian worldviews really 

have such different ecological effects on it than people in complex agrarian societies in Asia and 

elsewhere (including Central and South America) where non-Abrahamic worldviews prevailed, 

when they brought their lands under cultivation? Are references from a given religion merely 

culturally decorative to the overarching economic and political agendas driving development, 

and just the particular set of idiosyncratic spiritual ideas hung on the actions and events of a 

specific people during a specific stage of development but no more or less causal than any other 

cultural elements? These are big questions, and well beyond the scope of this paper. But they do 

point to the difficulty in finding solid theoretical ground from which to construct an 

understanding of how ‘wilderness’ was uniquely experienced, altered, and destroyed in early 

New England by Christian Europeans. 

In some kind of court of historical review, this possible lack of a causal, era-specific, 

theological imperative to dominate and purify the world would actually sharpen the culpability 

for such crimes against humanity and ecology with respect to repression, genocide, and 

ecological despoliation, as it would crucially deflate the popular argument that people were 

excused by the popular beliefs of their time if it could be shown that any religious justifications 

were merely dressing up the most acute material self-interests in the trappings of religious 

sanction. The only mitigating defense to this in turn would be some type of moral impairment 

plea, as resulting from a dialectical schizophrenia of mutual self-justification between the most 

ruthless commercial behaviors and the belief systems used to justify them, but even this seems 

inadequate when applied to such very long term, multi-generational and repeated behaviors. The 

pathology argument also falters as it becomes indistinguishable from religious zeal. When 

Martin Frobisher’s sailors seized an old frail native woman and brutally examined her for Satanic 
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deformities to determine if she was a witch, it made little difference to her if they were assaulting 

her out of devotion to their belief system or just exercising their own attitudes of ethnic and 

gender entitlement and abusive domination over people they considered inferior and wished to 

exploit.20 

All of this also points to the broader dilemma of how then one is to talk about early 

American history when it so saturated with scripture and all things Biblical.21 In one sense, the 

ubiquity of scriptural reference would almost seem to negate its agency. In fact, many of the 

land-altering behaviors of agricultural societies are more post-neolithic than post-Abrahamic. 

Traditions of deforestation and habitat destruction along with their traditional side effects 

ranging from the banal to the catastrophic were largely developed in the agrarian societies of 

archaic antiquity, long before Columbus, and even long before Rome. J. Donald Hughes’ work 

shows how the plagues that follow ecological disturbance and the complex economic problem of 

runaway inflation that deforestation causes via spiraling fuel and building costs finds reference in 

both the Bible and classical literature.22 Many of these same passages would be quoted by 

Puritans like Bradford and Catholics north and south in their writings to justify exploitation and 

the evils of the wilderness and the people inhabiting it whether they were aware of the subtext 

regarding environmental degradation or not, and they most likely were not. 

Even more fundamentally, any indictment of ideas might just be the chasing of ghosts 

unnecessarily when the documented lives of so many of the actual people coming to America 

from Europe survive, and the results of their actions are available for all to see. How they talked, 

20 Alfred A. Cave; Richard Hakluyt’s Savages: The Influence of 16th Century Travel Narratives on English Indian 

Policy in North America, (International Social Science Review, Vol. 60, No. 1 WINTER 1985), p.6 

21 Juster, Susan; Sacred Violence in Early America (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2016) 

22 J. Donald Hughes; Pan’s Travail: Environmental Problems of the Ancient Greeks and Romans, (Baltimore: Johns 

Hopkins University Press, 1994), p.85 
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wrote, and otherwise expressed themselves regarding the things they did is the substance of their 

cultural narrative. It is they who continually cite scripture, it is they who repeatedly invoke the 

power of a dominating patriarchal deity, and it is they who often seek his blessing for acts of 

questionable morality. The Spanish missions accompanying conquistadores in the south often 

referred to their work as spiritual gardening, and Richard Hakluyt used the example of the holy 

mission of the militant Emperor Constantine destroying pagan lands, temples, and bodies to 

purify the world and expand the territory of Christendom to argue for similar efforts in New 

England.23 In a sense, whether they would do anything different or not under a different belief 

system is almost irrelevant, and at least less relevant to the study of history than it is to the study 

of philosophy, because on a cultural level the words may even matter more than whatever 

confused personal meaning they might have had to those writing them. Whether behaviors in 

colonial America are even consistent with the varied ideas of the Abrahamic Christian belief 

system or not cannot change the fact that its people believed they were righteous and that their 

history is steeped in the artefacts of religiously sanction bloodshed, repression, and despoliation. 

Overbearing, rapacious males in America were encouraged by a faith which revered an 

overbearing, rapacious patriarch deity who gave nominal rewards to his chosen, exterminated his 

unchosen, and either consumed or used everything else for his benefit, subjugating and ordering 

the usable and laying waste to the rest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

23 Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra; Puritan Conquistadors: Iberianizing the Atlantic, 1550-1700 Stanford: Stanford 

University Press, 2006), 186; Cave, p. 11 
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Figure 7. John Cotton’s The New-England Primer was first published in 1688 by Benjamin 

Harris, a British journalist who emigrated to Boston. It is estimated that six to eight million 

copies in multiple editions had been sold in colonial America and Great Britain by 1830. 

 

 
 

There are thus plenty of reasons to look at the roles religious texts played in coloring the 

behavioral impulses which characterized this specific period in early American history. On the 

most superficial level they inform our understanding of the people involved and the events in 

which they participated, and at a deeper level they link it all with the currents of popular belief, 

tradition and mores which go beyond the moment both backward and forward in time. The 

attitudes of the explorers and first colonists of early America both reflected the European 

societies from which they came, which in turn reflected classical and archaic antecedents, and 

telegraphed forward to how subsequent generations would behave toward the natural world, 
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toward each other, and toward cultures outside their own societies and cultural milieu. Given 

what we know of how the long, multi-dimensional trajectory of this history turned out, it is 

impossible to assail the wisdom of the people from the Maine tribe who prevented Verrazano’s 

men from coming ashore and instead conducted all trade with them via long poles and ropes 

during their 1524 encounter.24 The behavior of a first contact European explorer kidnapping a 

few Indians, boxing up some butchered and living specimens of flora and fauna, and leaving 

behind the very first microbiota from his body’s collection of assorted poxes and venereal 

diseases foreshadowed all that was to come. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

24 William Cronon; Changes in the Land: Indians, Colonists and the Ecology of New England, (New York: Hill and 

Wang, 1983), 83 
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Chapter Two 

 

 

 
 

People writing about nature and wilderness in early America saw the new landscape 

through eyes hungry with fantasies of windfall profits and fresh starts, but experienced it with 

bodies acculturated to the levels of development of early modern Europe. While some seemed to 

want to escape the ways of the old world, many more just wanted to extend its reach. Still others 

struggled to reconcile contradictions between both impulses. William Wood longed for a decent 

pint of ale, and William Bradford lamented the lack of inns upon his arrival in Cape Cod after a 

particularly miserable crossing.25 Notwithstanding the taffy-land tourist destination and 

multitude of inns the Cape would become three hundred years later, this outlook of longing for 

the civilized and pastoral world Bradford had left behind would color his thinking about the 

purgatorial one he now found himself in. Other writers from Nicolas Denys to John Josselyn 

would echo many of these sentiments and emphasize the utility of a dismembered wilderness, 

portioned up for sale as commodities to the highest bidders in global markets managed by 

Europeans, while documenting their observations and aspirations in correspondence with trading 

partners, reports for investors, letters to loved ones and in works published for the general public. 

The colonization, extraction, and agrarian development of the Americas would coincide with 

multiple print revolutions, the development of modern scientific documentation, the steady rise 

in literacy rates among European and colonial populations, the exposure of Europeans to 

indigenous languages and folklore and of indigenous people to European writing, theology and 

science, and the role all of these things played in a massive recalibration of historical memory. 

 
 

25 William Bradford; Of Plymouth Plantation 1620-1647, Modern Library College Editions, (New York: Random 

House, 1981), p. 69 
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As technological developments in printing pushed increases in literacy across the old 

world and its colonies, a greater breadth of everyday life at every socioeconomic level began to 

be documented in these correspondences, diaries, journals, and scientific publications. At the 

street level, pamphlets and broadsides proliferated on both sides of the Atlantic. One hundred 

years after the first printing press had arrived in Mexico City in 1539, locksmith Stephen Daye 

was printing The Freeman’s Oath in Cambridge, Massachusetts on New England’s first press, 

the property of the late Anglican Reverend Joseph Glover who had not survived the crossing. As 

in the old world, scripture related works proliferated and the Bible continued to be the book of 

choice for idiom and the teaching of literacy in the colonies, though other classical texts such as 

translations of Pliny, Vergil, and Aristotle found their way to the Americas. These books from 

antiquity would help shape the worldviews of many of those they touched, as evidenced by their 

emulation and frequent citation in the original colonial works produced.26. In the span of two or 

three pages, William Bradford could reference Deuteronomy, Romans and Corinthians before 

using a critique of Plato’s communist leanings to make a bootstraps argument for the colony’s 

idle youth.27 And of course as the perceived crown of literature as well as the living word of 

God, the Bible’s outlook regarding everything was absolute. 

Back in Europe, however, where multiple faiths continued to jostle notions of 

infallibility, and a now centuries old cosmopolitan academic culture examined and questioned 

Church beliefs regarding the natural world and biology, a synergy between exploitative 

commercial interests and the academy spawned increasingly secular botanical and zoological 

studies and reports, many commissioned by financiers of exploration and colonization ventures. 

Royal physician and translator of Pliny, Francisco Hernández would come to America to study 
 

26 John Josselyn; New Englands Rarities Discovered 1672, (Bedford: Applewood Books, 2009), p.23 

27 Bradford, p. 133 
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and gather medicinal plants for Phillip II, as would later physicians Hans Sloane for Queen Anne 

and King George I, and Michel Sarrazin for Louis IV. José de Acosta’s detailed 1590 Historia 

natural y moral de las Indias would become source and template for natural histories to follow, 

containing among other things the first speculation regarding native American origins in Asian 

migration. Some less scholarly examples of these reports resembled traditional medieval 

bestiaries or promotional brochures, with some combining aspects of the two. Such cataloging 

and listing of the natural world and its biota even found its way into personal and spiritual works. 

These often reflected the styles of the classical authors they referenced, sometimes reproducing 

whole sections from Pliny, Isadore of Seville and later medieval European bestiary authors. 

Jesuit Juan Eusebio Nieremberg’s Historia Naturae would view American nature through the 

lens of demonology. Nearly all of these works high and low showed the influence of current 

scholarship and attempts at serious science and classification. Continental works like Ulisse 

Aldrovandus’ Ornithologiae, Carolus Clusius’s Exoticorum libri decem and Jan Jonston’s 

Historia Naturalis de Avibus depended heavily on specimens returned from exploratory and 

colonial missions in the Americas and beyond. An overarching Abrahamic patriarchy continued 

to guide the thinking of even the most secular writers and scientists, however, and all of this 

literature together served to further de-soul and commodify the flood of organic cargo now 

streaming into old world ports from all over the globe, ending their long journeys as the 

processed products of a consumer economy or as objects of fascination and dissection in 

university libraries and private cabinets of curiosity. The sheer volume of comparative species 

now available pushed the development of an increasingly more biological and less metaphysical 

take on the bestiary, the zoological, botanical and biological catalogue. Yet despite an 
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Figure 8. An open page from an early edition of Juan Eusebio Nieremberg’s 1635 Historia 

Naturae, much of which reproduced detail from Francisco Hernández’s study of American 

wildlife. A rich blend of realistic portrayals and the fantastical, with text to match, this work 

straddles the literature as a genetic link between the medieval bestiary and the modern scientific 

catalogue.) 

 

 
 

exponentially enhanced comprehension of Creation from the analytical to the granular, this more 

scientific consciousness did little to slow the deforestation and wilderness destruction from 

whence these multitudes of plant and animal specimens came. In fact, it likely accelerated it as 

investors gained access to a broader empirical base of more accurate scholarly work from which 

to make appraisals regarding their American ventures. Illustrated volumes produced during this 

period contained beautiful sketches, engravings, and reproductions of paintings of flora and 

fauna that gloss over the fact that the home habitats of their subjects were being rapidly and 

routinely obliterated from existence. Putting an even finer point on the acute personal 
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indifference to the survival of wildlife in distant lands, it is often glossed over that the one sure 

way to keep an animal subject model still enough to paint was by killing it first and then posing 

its taxidermically reassembled body. Live specimens would sometimes travel thousands of miles 

in fearful captivity after being ripped from the local ecosystems into which they had been born 

only to be killed soon after arrival just to be painted, studied, and dissected. Taxidermists found 

regular employment preserving the external features of their subjects for artists, and recurrent 

animals in the same posture in an artist’s body of work often suggests the repeated use of these 

lifeless models as backdrop. 

 

 
Figure 9. A colored engraving of dead tropical birds from voyages of exploration by Matthäus 

Merian from a 1657 edition of Jan Jonston’s Historia Naturalis de Avibus, some possibly copied 

from Nieremberg. It was common practice for artists to have animals killed and posed to remain 

still for paintings although many were killed before transport. 
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Commercial inventories listed the potentially profitable living and mineral resources to 

be found in a new land, along with suggested uses and applications of the more obscure and their 

constituent parts. John Josselyn’s New Englands Rarities Discovered relates the use of a 

rattlesnake’s heart as an antivenom, types of local trees best for shipbuilding, medicinal uses of 

native plants treating various ailments, and similar entries for the birds, fish, and mammals of the 

new world whose skins, furs, or meat might be commodified for sale and export. Much of 

Nicolas Denys’ 1672 Histoire Naturelle De L’Amerique Septentrionale reads like the Angel of 

Death’s travelogue, with Denys repeatedly and almost inevitably following each Edenesque 

description of some idyllic pond or beach brimming with life with the account of the mass killing 

of that life, often on a scale that even the worst modern trophy hunters would find repulsive. His 

infamously gleeful description of the clubbing of baby seals while their parents screamed with 

anguish and horror from the waters where they had fled [“a great disturbance”] is followed soon 

after by a description of how many seal pups it takes to render a barrel of oil [three or four].28 

Their clumsy and slower moving youthful behavior is related as a perfect advantage by Denys. 

The same paragraph ends with a coda detailing a similar take on the also plentiful birds of these 

seal islands, which can similarly be clubbed to death in mass numbers during their Spring nesting 

season. Beyond the abject venality of such excessive and wasteful carnage of wildlife for short 

term profit, the thought that completely wiping out successive new generations of game and fur 

bearers might not be a sustainable practice from even the most calculated commercial 

perspective was apparently lost on Denys and those taking part. It is not surprising then that 

numbers of nearly all targeted biological commodities dropped precipitously near settlement 

areas, requiring frontiers to be constantly pushed ever further into the interior. 

28 Nicolas Denys; The Description and Natural History of the Coasts of North America (Acadia), (London: 

Forgotten Books, 2017), 130 
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Figure 10. Watercolor of the now extinct Great Auk by Nicolas Robert ca 1660, likely for Louis 

XIV. These birds were misidentified as a type of penguin and were wiped out locally in North 

America by the eighteenth century and globally by the nineteenth. 

 
 

And yet if there are at least two categories of people writing about wildlife in the 

seventeenth century, those regarding them dispassionately as un-souled living objects to be 

harvested and exploited and those fascinated by them, Denys certainly falls into the latter camp. 

While his work demonstrates a full willingness to commodify and exploit, he also often displays 

an admiration and an anthropomorphic understanding of animal behavior bordering on empathy. 

His descriptions of the industriousness of the beaver in building dams is a noteworthy example, 

as he fictionalizes an elaborate, populous society of the fur-bearer, organized into guilds and 

professions.29 

 

 

 
 

29 Denys, 364 
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Figure 11. Nicolas de Fer’s very anthropomorphic 1698 visual depiction of the social 

organization and division of labor of North American beaver as described by Nicolas Denys. 

Note multiple individual beaver in the same posture, indicating the reuse of a taxidermy model. 

This image would later be plagiarized by London artist Herman Moll for his famous ‘Beaver 

Map’, ca 1715. In reality, beaver tend to work in family groups that seldom exceed ten 

individuals, but the depictions by both Denys and de Fer show a somewhat ‘humanizing’ 

admiration and empathy for the creature lacking in many of the other contemporary 

catalogues.30 

 

 

30 “ To place all these workmen at their business, and to make them do their work well, there is need of an architect 

and commanders. These are the old ones which have worked at it formerly… When he has fixed upon the place 

where it is necessary to build the dam, he employs there a number of beavers to remove that which would injure 

it…Those are the masons. He sets others to cut down trees… Those are the carpenters...” - Nicolas Denys, 1672, 

from his Natural History of North America 
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In contrast, aside from an enthusiasm for the extirpation of those creatures like wolves 

deemed threatening, many New England writers like William Bradford show little interest and or 

empathy for wildlife beyond their fluctuating commercial value on the open market.31 Thomas 

Morton’s normal ardor regarding the ways of indigenous people also falls flat regarding the 

comparative behavior of the non-human denizens of his New Canaan beyond their wonderous 

uses dismembered and their relative value in the local commodities exchange among the 

indigenous population (forty beaver skins to one wolf skin).32 

The incessant repetition of cognates of the word ‘commodity’ and its equivalents 

throughout all these works, often on the same page, leaves little doubt of the consumptive, 

acquisitive outlook of exploration and colonization in this age of continual territorial 

appropriation and a zeitgeist that incorporated piracy. Thrilled by decades of the now traditional 

tales of gold and silver pouring out of the Spanish colonies, English and French explorers’ 

reports often sparkled with the promise of easy money and fortune available to the determined 

adventurer and his investors. The reality was often quite different. Martin Frobisher famously 

returned from one such fortune seeking enterprise with thousands of pounds of what he believed 

to be gold ore mined from multiple mining camps that turned out to be worthless iron pyrite 

when finally analyzed, landing his financier Martin Lok in debtor’s prison.33 The abundance of 

living resources, on the other hand, was unquestionable, and made their exploitation and 

extraction much more feasible to already committed speculators desperate for revenue streams. 

 

 

31 William Bradford; Of Plymouth Plantation 1620-1647, (New York: Random House 1981), p. 132 
32 Thomas Morton; New English Canaan, edited by Jack Dempsey (Scituate: Digital Scanning), p. 75 
33 William West; Gold on Credit: Martin Frobisher's and Walter Ralegh's Economies of Evidence , (Criticism, Vol. 

39, No. 3 1997), p. 316 
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As is often the case however, the intended audience of a published work was not always 

its most receptive or even most influential. Reprints of parts or whole works in pamphlet and 

almanac form or bound into volumes, coming from private and sometimes unsanctioned presses, 

found their way into the hands of a European public eager for news of a ‘new’ and wonderous 

world which might offer some escape from the tedium of their everyday lives. From cheap 

knockoffs to costly illuminated bestiary-travelogues, tales of exploration, conquest, colonization, 

and rapacious exploitation of the far reaches of the world and in particular the Americas were 

rapidly intensifying and sharpening domestic appetites for the new, the marvelous, and even the 

monstrous in ways that begin to resemble complex addiction behavior.34 Just as the living 

resources being stripped from the newly discovered fertile regions of the planet were being 

shipped back to European markets, this print media commodified the ideas and representation of 

these things and made them accessible to a much broader public at every income level, driving 

secondary markets for the representative equivalent of the cabinets of curiosities possessed by 

the wealthy.35 This ‘New World’ exploitation literature, reproduced on a mass scale the travel 

accounts, paintings, maps and literature possessed by the wealthy, in turn stoking an 

exponentially increasing desire for ever more consumption.36 Popular consumer culture and its 

hunger for information and imagery of new world wonders and for products like tobacco helped 

create the notion of the colonist as small scale adventurer and speculator and precursor to the 

pioneer. In England, Mourt’s Relation was just one of many mechanically reproduced pamphlets 

describing New England for those across the Atlantic. Besides serving as a recruitment tool and 

prospectus for future pilgrims and investors, it’s digest of writings by Robert Cushman, Edward 

 
34 Persephone Braham, ‘The Monstrous Caribbean’, (Surrey, England and Burlington, VT, 2013), p.22 
35 Merry Wiesner-Hanks, The Marvelous Hairy Girls: The Gonzales Sisters and Their Worlds (New Haven, CT and 

London, 2009), p. 136 
36 Hanks, p. 27 
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Winslow and William Bradford provided escapist diversion for a readership often living the 

dreary routine of everyday life in the polluted crowded cities and overburdened countryside of a 

developed nation. The format would change little by the time Francis Higginson’s New 

England’s Plantation was published fifty years later, providing descriptions of crisp, clean air 

and water, lush old growth forests crowded with wildlife, and various other hyperbolic 

descriptions of abundant resources that must have tantalized and entertained its readership, with 

the standard royal dedications replaced by an entreaty to the general public. Not all were 

convinced, however, and Ned Ward would satirize these recombinant accounts of New World 

marvels published by early Grub Street hacks for duping both settlers and investors in his A Trip 

to Jamaica (1687) and its follow up, A Trip to New England (1699). But serious scholars were 

still among the most eager consumers of all things exotic from America and beyond and 

continued to be quite interested in all the reports of new species and natural phenomena coming 

back from the western hemisphere, with scholarly organizations like England’s Royal Society 

and its continental equivalents like the Accademia dei Lincei and the Académie Royale des 

Sciences sponsoring work by both learned specialists and local colonial dilettante naturalists 

across the Atlantic to survey, document, and return specimen of exotic flora and fauna to the 

academies of Europe.37 The further study, comparison, and cataloguing of their findings would 

form the broad foundation for early eighteenth century works of Enlightenment science. By the 

middle of the century, Karl Linnaeus would send his protégé Peter Kalm across the Atlantic to 

correct and advance many of these earlier species indexes. 

 

 

 

 

37 Susan Scott-Parrish; American Curiosity: Cultures of Natural History in the Colonial British Atlantic World 

Paperback – February 27, 2006 344 pages The University of North Carolina Press; New edition edition (February 

27, 2006), p. 189 
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And yet even in the face of the Enlightenment’s most humanistic inclinations, the thought 

that any of these ‘specimens’ might have any rights of self determination was still often 

considered as absurd as any of the superstitions its broadest philosophies hoped to dispel. A 

hundred and fifty years after Rene Descartes had described animals as ‘machines without 

feeling’ and justified vivisection, Jeremy Bentham would answer with a largely ignored minority 

opinion in 1789 when he asked ‘can they suffer?’ and advocated for animal rights in An 

Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation. Yet despite this growing dissent from 

John Ray’s “wise men”, popular belief that animals lacked souls and could without moral 

conflict be dismembered and commodified as items in a developing market economy would 

continue unchecked in the Americas as the last regions of wilderness felt the disintegrating 

effects of contact with European civilization. 
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Figure 12. Etching of a beaver and its constituent parts for a 1669 edition of Claude Perrault’s 

‘Description anatomique d’un cameleon, d’un castor, d’un dromadaire, d’u ours et d’une 

gazelle’. Note the beaver’s stiff posture and open mouth, indicating the artist likely used a 

taxidermic model. 



 

 

Chapter Three 

 

 
 

He pointed with his wand to all the known seas, gulfs, bays, straits, capes, rivers, empires, 

kingdoms, dukedoms, and territories of each part, with declaration also of their special 

commodities and particular wants, which by the benefit of traffic and intercourse of merchants, 

are plentifully supplied. From the map he brought me to the Bible. 

Richard Hakluyt 

 

 
See what multitudes of fish/She presents to fit thy dish:/If rich furs though dost adore,/And of 

Beaver Fleeces, store,/See the Lake where they abound,/And what pleasures else are found. 

Thomas Morton, New Canaan’s Genius, from New English Canaan 

 

 
 

Someone looking over the great forests of the Americas before the very first humans 

arrived might have presumed they were witnessing an immutable aspect of the natural landscape 

that would last forever. Disconnected from the main eras of human development for the first 

millennia of human culture, the two continents of the Western Hemisphere provided a view into 

a world much older. The forested areas in eastern North America alone stretched from the 

Atlantic to the Mississippi and from the Gulf of Mexico to Hudson Bay. This vast network of 

canopy was posted by massive old growth trees including spruce, pine, and elm in the north, and 

chestnut, cedar, and hickory in the south, with some individuals hundreds of years old before 

succumbing to modern human development.1 The surface hydrology of tens of thousands of 

streams below in their shade, coursing through the tangled root systems of these many millions 

of trees sustained equally vast populations of flora and fauna, terrestrial and marine, in an ancient 

and elaborate intricacy so dense that the word ‘ecosystem’ seems barely adequate. It was in fact 

 

1 Gordon Whitney; From Coastal Wilderness to Fruited Plain: A History of Environmental Change in Temperate 

North America, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996), p. 57 
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many ecosystems stacked upon and overlapping one another in a biological palimpsest, 

simultaneously in conflict but also functioning in thousands of years of interdependencies in 

what is often referred to as the complex ‘web of life’. With the very first people came changes to 

these relationships and to the composition of the forest itself as it responded to the human 

presence as it had to the many incidental forest fires, storms, and other catastrophes which had 

always shaped it. But as the population of these first people was fairly well dispersed, the 

wilderness seemed more capable of absorbing their impacts than it would the later effects of 

European colonization.2 Even as cultures in pre-Columbian south and central America followed 

their delayed progression to more complex agrarianization, and expansion of their wilderness 

boundaries became more pervasive, the buffer regions of undeveloped land was still far more 

extensive compared to comparable development in Europe and Asia during the same period, and 

nothing like the withering pace it would take after conquest.3 

It is thus hard to imagine today that such vibrant migratory fish runs once coursed 

through the roots and rocks of old growth canopy forests in places like Bridgeport and Stamford 

in Connecticut where concrete and asphalt now reshape the paths of the denuded banks of 

waterways four centuries later. Stock images from the present day Pacific Northwest and Tlingit 

Alaskan riverine landscapes give us an imperfect idea of the ecological density that once existed 

in the Atlantic Northeast, as the species filling the various morphological niches are quite 

different even if often related. But as an ecological metric of the health of northern hemisphere 

coastal forests, you could do much worse than observing the presence or lack of anadromous 

species like Atlantic salmon. So while it is difficult to visualize crowds of migratory fish 

 

2 Michael Williams; Americans and their Forests: A Historical Geography, (New York: Cambridge University 

Press, 1989), p. 47 
3 Shawn William Miller, An Environmental History of Latin America, (New York: Cambridge University Press, 

2007), p. 70 
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swimming upstream through polluted creeks in the urban New England neighborhoods of today, 

most of the towns and cities that exist along the Atlantic coast do so precisely because there were 

old growth forests nearby with numerous sources of fresh water running through them, and the 

concomitant ecological variety of not only very large trees, but multitudes of fish, flora and 

fauna; a wilderness to be consumed or laid waste to by European settlers. Many of the smaller 

capillary waterways would be lost altogether or driven underground with the clearcuts and 

development, and the ones that remain rarely support more than trace amounts of their vast pre- 

contact ecologies.4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

4 Williams, Forests, p. 379 
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Figure 13. Engravings depicting the first stages of settlement from Orasmus Turner’s 1851 A 

Pioneer History of the Holland Purchase of Western New York. We see a first-wave settler 

clearing and processing trees for a homestead plot as domestic animals forage in an ecosystem 

inhabited by the wild animals they will come to displace in the first, and the results of the first 

few years in the second. 

 

 

 

 

 
And just as the Alaskan riverine landscape might differ from the New England of today 

in terms of development, colonists in 1670 New England could have made a similar contrast with 

almost the same degree of remove when looking back at the environmental history of the old 

world they had left behind on the other side of the Atlantic. A few thousand years of agricultural 

development there had also created denuded pastoral landscapes around large urban population 

centers where wilderness once stood, with only the most remote areas and protected royal forests 

still reflecting any comparable representative old growth ecology. By the early modern period, 

many of the natural inland European fish runs had long been destroyed, permanently altered, or 

fished out in coastal England, France and much of western Europe and the niche that migratory 
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fish like salmon and bass had once occupied within local ecosystems had collapsed in inland 

waterways and was permanently filled by species like eel and carp which were far more 

adaptable to increasingly polluted water.5 This same progression would be repeated in New 

England and the Americas in general, with the present day colonization by invasive Asian carp in 

the United States following only the latest emergence of a similar set of conditions.6 

Taking a step even further back in the historical reference frame for conclusive precedent 

and establishment of the pattern of behavior, we see the same processes of environmental 

degradation and its conscious witnesses in the work of Pliny, Plato and others, authors so often 

selectively cited by the early American writers. Writing during the Civil War, George Perkins 

Marsh would in his masterwork, Man and Nature, relate the declining state of the American 

environment to this ancient precedent of how the expansion of classical urban and agrarian 

Mediterranean civilization tapped out its resources, leaving a ‘boney’, skeletonized landscape, to 

paraphrase Plato’s observation regarding years of erosion following deforestation.7 The 

magnificent trees and exotic beasts and plants that Pliny describes in his Naturalis Historia were 

largely either long gone or so diminished by the early modern period that they might just as well 

have been symbolic or mythological. Yet here were many like them in abundance in America, 

alive and flourishing, if only for the moment. The systemic ecological destruction in the path of 

human development in colonial New England was thus already part of a normalized and 

patterned behavior for Western civilization, and even considered a desired outcome for other pre- 

Marsh thinkers looking back to classical precedent for inspiration and guidance, writing of the 

5 Richard C. Hoffmann, Economic Development and Aquatic Ecosystems in Medieval Europe, (The American 

Historical Review, Vol.101, No.3, 631-669, 1996), 662 
6 Christopher Jerod Sullivan , Asian Carp population characteristics and dynamics in the Mississippi River 

watershed , (Ames, Iowa: Digital Repository, Theses and Dissertations, Iowa State University) p. 76 
7 J. Donald Hughes; Pan's Travail: Environmental Problems of the Ancient Greeks and Romans (Baltimore: Johns 

Hopkins University Press, 1996), p. 83 
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‘improvements’ and other advantages of breaking the land. David Hume would echo Abbe du 

Bois in correlating civilization’s progress in Europe to deforestation, and Thomas Jefferson and 

Ben Franklin would extol the advantages of deforestation and contemplate ways to alter ocean 

currents to create a warmer climate.8 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 14. Detail from the 1677 White Hills Map of New England, from Reverend William 

Hubbard’s A Narrative of the Troubles with the Indians in New England, showing coastal and 

riparian settlement in the Massachusetts Bay area 

 

For marine mammals, the view from the ocean ‘wildernesses’ near the colonies would 

have been equally dismal. While commercial whaling was still in its infancy, seal, walrus, 

porpoise and other species were all targeted globally and now subject to predation by humans 
 

8 Anya Zilberstein; A Temperate Empire: Making Climate Change in Early America, (Cambridge: Oxford 

University Press, 2016), 9 ; James Rodger Fleming, Historical Perspectives on Climate Change, (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1998), p. 17 
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with far more efficient killing technology in the Americas. In addition, as inland old growth 

forests became denuded, this affected freshwater ecologies, often meaning population collapse of 

anadromous fish stocks offshore as their traditional breeding cycles were interrupted and 

upstream nurseries destroyed, with further cascading effects throughout the entire fishery.9 

On the European side of the Atlantic, marine mammal and fish stocks had already been 

affected by regular harvest utilization, thousands of years of deforestation, and centuries of 

millpond technology, causing fishermen to continually expand their searches, incrementally 

mapping the oceans as they went. As hydrological technologies duplicating or drawing heavily 

on these old world European antecedents arrived in America, and its rivers and streams also 

became the sites of mills, dams, and irrigation projects, the same process would begin again. 

Among the cascade of marine and terrestrial species affected was of course the native people 

already being pushed out of the vanishing ecologies of their homelands by colonial expansion 

and development. By the time Ichabod Paddock would legendarily develop commercial whaling 

in Nantucket in 1690, towns, villages, and roads with names incorporating ‘mill’ were appearing 

all over the early colonies on maps up and down the eastern seaboard. Not everyone was 

completely enthusiastic about riparian development with mills and dams and its long term effects 

on their lives, however. West of Philadelphia, where one of its tributaries is now called Mill 

Creek, a 1763 petition of settlers along the Conestoga River in Pennsylvania would complain of 

falling salmon, shad, and rockfish stocks due to dams. Pennsylvania alone would come to have 

over ten thousand mill dams.10 These problems were well known, as precedent for such legal 

 

9 Richard Rajala, Streams Being Ruined from a Salmon Producing Standpoint: Clearcutting, Fish Habitat, and 

Forest Regulation in British Columbia, 1900-45, (Vancouver: BC Studies, no. 76, Winter 2012/13), p. 118 

10 Dorothy Merritts and Robert Walter, Colonial Mill Ponds of Lancaster County Pennsylvania as a Major Source of 

Sediment Pollution to the Susquehanna River and Chesapeake Bay, (Lancaster, PA: Southeast Friends of the 

Pleistocene (SEFOP), Fall 2003), p. 6 
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challenges between fishermen and dam-builders had a long history going back to old world 

litigation including a 1214 Scottish statute requiring all dams be fitted with openings for fish and 

barrier nets lifted every Saturday and on the continent, the Bishop of Trento’s commanding the 

removal of all mill dams in 1210 when they cut into his bottom line as the holder of sovereign 

fishing rights.17 Five hundred years later in the northern coastal American colonies, salmon and 

other migratory fisheries affected by denuded streambanks, millpond dams and overfishing 

would follow the same pattern and begin to contract steadily from the physical trauma of 

development, as would the inland ecologies dependent upon them and both would began to 

recede with the retreating forests into historical memory.11 Salmon were particularly hard hit, 

with ocean stocks and inland numbers declining steadily throughout the colonial period as the 

frontier advanced past the furthest extent of their migratory routes, disappearing entirely from 

Lake Ontario by 1896.12 As another example of catastrophic medieval European ideas 

transmitted to a new age and a new land, the destruction of riparian ecologies was characteristic 

of the advance of the purifying force of Abrahamic Christianity in a proto capitalist delivery 

system. 

This paradigm was certainly not limited by religious denomination, as any contrast 

between the different Christian faiths in America with respect to exploitation and extraction 

tends to balance out accounts when any kind of net sum of rapacious extirpation of soulless 

wildlife or crimes against humanity is calculated. When compared to the Protestant New England 

colonies, French Catholics in Canada and Spanish and Portuguese Catholic missions in south and 

central America on the surface might seem less culturally extirpating of local beliefs, even 

 

11 David Jenkins, Atlantic Salmon, Endangered Species, and the Failure of Environmental Policies , (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, Comparative Studies in Society and History, Vol. 45, No. 4, Oct. 2003), p. 845 
12 James H. Johnson; Seasonal Habitat Use of Brook Trout and Juvenile Atlantic Salmon in a Tributary of Lake 

Ontario, (Northeastern Naturalist, Vol. 15, No. 3, 2008), p. 364 
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eclectically retaining some in truly Roman fashion, if only in the context of demonology, 

melding European superstition with indigenous folklore.13 But any notion that the hagiographies’ 

legacies of empathetic hermitage saints like Francis, Cuthbert, or Basil engendered a more 

compassionate worldview regarding wilderness animals than that of Protestants is belied by the 

fact that Catholics dominated the fur trade in the furthest reaches of North America and 

monopolized it in Central and South America, resulting just as often in local extinctions of 

commodified species. And any antecedent philosophical dispositions of John Calvin’s animal 

advocacy remained absent in New England in the face of the ruthlessly transactional commerce 

which overtook both land and marine ecologies and the native human communities that had 

formed around them.14 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

13 Jorge Cañizares-Esguerra; Puritan Conquistadors: Iberianizing the Atlantic, 1550-1700, (Stanford: Stanford 

University Press, 2006,) p. 138 

14 Thomas, Man and the Natural World, p. 154 
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Figure 15. Another two engravings from Orasmus Turner’s 1851 A Pioneer History of the 

Holland Purchase of Western New York show more trees absent, likely becoming multiple sets of 

fencing as a curved natural view gives way to many right angles defining the constructed order 

of the prosperous farm. The last frame reveals the end stage of settlement, a stark denuded 

landscape with wilderness replaced by European-style provincial cultivation. 
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Chapter Four 

 
They are so loving also that they make use of those things they enjoy … as common goods; and 

are therein so compassionate that rather than one should starve through want, they would starve 

all.                                             

Thomas Morton, New English Canaan 

 
Having spent that day in burning and spoyling the Iland, wee tooke up the quarter for that 

night, about midnight my selfe went out with ten men about two miles from our quarter, and 

discovered the most eminent Plantation, they had in the Iland where was much corne, many 

Wigwams, and great heapes of mats;  but  fearing  lest  wee should make an alarum by setting 

fire on them; wee left them as wee found them, and peaceably departed to our quarter : and  the 

next morning with 40 men marched up to the same Plantation, burnt their houses, cut 

downe their corne, destroyed some of  their  dogges  in  stead  of  men,  which  they  left  in their 

Wigwams. 

John Underhill, Newes from America 

 

 
The contrast between John Underhill’s account of life in America and that of Thomas 

Morton is made all the more striking by their comparative interactions with its indigenous 

population. Morton’s enthusiasm for life in the New World bubbles over on every page of his 

New English Canaan to the extent that he writes songs and poems to it regularly and sought 

friendship and business partnerships with natives: 

If art and industry should do as much 

As Nature hath for Canaan, not such 

Another place for benefit and rest 

In all the universe can be possessed. 

The more we prove it by discovery  

The more delight each object to the eye 

Procures, as if the elements had here 

Been reconciled, and pleased it should appear 

Like a fair virgin, longing to be sped 

And meet her lover in a Nuptial bed, 
Decked in rich ornaments to advance her state 
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And excellence, being most fortunate 

When most enjoyed. 

 
Morton’s outlook sits in the sharpest possible contrast like a haunting, happy memory 

that frames the nightmarish, violent horror that would be Underhill’s life’s work as one of the 

more virulent genocidal agents against the natives of this period. In 1638, his Newes from 

America; Or, A New and Experimentall Discoverie of New England; Containing, A True 

Relation of Their War-like Proceedings These Two Yeares Last Past, with a Figure of the Indian 

Fort, or Palizado would describe the burning alive of over four hundred Pequot native men, 

women, and children the previous year as dispassionately as Nicolas Denys had recounted his 

experience clubbing baby seals a few hundred miles to the north. To these men, America was 

something to be taken: its resources were to be taken, its animals were to be taken and butchered, 

and its non white lives were to be taken or laid waste whenever that became the most expedient 

means to an end. 

Travelling after falling out of favor with the Puritans, Underhill would go on to ply his 

trade in mass killings for the rest of his life, killing five to seven hundred Lenape of the 

Wappinger Confederacy near Bedford for the Dutch in 1644 while living on the site of what 

would later become Trinity Church in lower Manhattan, and killing just under one hundred 

twenty Massapequa Indians during an excursion to Long Island that same year. 
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Figure 16.The frontpiece engraving from John Underhill’s Newes from America takes on an 

almost biological or even anatomical aspect, underscoring the grotesque level of rapacious 

carnage it depicts. Underhill would manage several more mass exterminations of indigenous 

people before retiring to Oyster Bay, Long Island. 

 

 
 

Consistent with his incessant drive to dominate and purify, only five years after being 

appointed Sherriff of Flushing by Peter Stuyvesant in 1648, the two men had a falling out, with 

Underhill issuing a proclamation calling for the overthrow of his government, resulting in his 

arrest and return to New England as a primary commander for Rhode Island in the Anglo Dutch 
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War. It was in defense against Underhill that the stockade fence which would become Wall 

Street was built. The success of his career is emblematic of the fiery version of early modern 

Christian colonialism developing in the Americas, where impulses to kill and torture with 

relative impunity, often as an exercise of faith, were facilitated by a hostile frontier dynamic. 

America, believed by some to be the lands where Satan and his minions had fled after 

Christianity came to Europe and populated by these demons and the heathen humans, animals, 

and even trees which served them, was thus not only a means of acquiring wealth but an 

opportunity to prove one’s faith similar to a medieval crusade or penitent pilgrimage of hardship 

and deprivation.15 

Both William Bradford and Edward Johnson would express a similar perspective in their 

purgatorial accounts of trials in the new lands, the latter expressing it with action as an ensign 

during the Pequot War. His Wonder-Working Providence of Sions Saviour in New England, the 

near symmetric opposite of Morton’s Canaan, is replete with disdainful descriptions countering 

Morton’s brimming enthusiasm and a near equal quantity of poems, only with his describing the 

consuming and punishing aspects of the natural world: 

Then wonder not that swarms of Locust fly, 

And that earths fruits for want of moisture die. 

A countless crew of Caterpillers craul, 

To rob the earth of her green mantle quite; 

Wolves, only wont on lesser beasts to fall, 

On great ones prey by day, and eke by night; 

 

Thy houses are consum’d with much good store, 

By fearful fires, which blustering winds blow o’re.16 

 

 

 

 
 

15 Cañizares-Esguerra; Puritan Conquistadors, p. 71 
16 Edward Johnson; Wonder-Working Providence of Sions Saviour in New England 1628-1651, reprint of 1910 

edition (London: Forgotten Books, 2015), p. 259 
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Johnson would have had some knowledge of consuming fire from the Pequot War 

atrocities, yet the ravages of insects on harvests would have been familiar to all on both sides of 

the Atlantic, so its focus here might reflect more the desperation of life in an undeveloped land 

beyond the buffers of urban convenience where staple goods were nearly always available for a 

price. In the colonies, if your crops failed, you went without, whether wealthy or poor, and this 

must have been a rude awakening to many. Like Bradford bemoaning the lack of inns in the 

undeveloped colonies, there seems to have always been some measure of buyer’s remorse among 

the more negative accounts of life in early America. For most colonists, the Atlantic passage was 

a one-way trip, and in much of their writing the resentment coming from those who had left 

everything behind in cosmopolitan Europe to build new societies without luxury out of the 

wilderness is palpable. 

William Wood’s 1634 New England’s Prospect probably falls closer Morton’s 

enthusiasm, albeit with some trepidation at the wilderness and its resident mythologized 

monsters like wolves which likely had only populated horror stories and fairy tales for anyone 

born in England after their extirpation there centuries earlier. Like many others, he sought “the 

condition (where) all the wolves were banished.”17 And like Morton, Wood had a generally 

positive attitude toward the natives: 

To enter into a serious discourse concerning the natural conditions of these 

Indians might procure admiration from the people of any civilized nations, in 

regard of their civility and good natures. If a tree may be judged by his fruit, and 

dispositions calculated by exterior actions, then may it be concluded that these 

Indians are of affable, courteous, and well-disposed natures, ready to 

communicate the best of their wealth to the mutual good of one another.18 

 

 

 

 
17 Wood, William; New England's Prospect, (Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1993), p. 43 

18 Wood, Prospect, p. 88 
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Roger Williams’ work displays enough interest and respect to at least attempt to decipher 

native language in his A Key into the Language of America, but still betrays some of the standard 

religious condescension when discussing the spiritual beliefs of indigenous people as he 

understood them. After discussing their belief in God in a fairly positive light, he goes on to 

write: 

By this Feasting and Gifts, the Divell drives on their worships pleasantly (as he 

doth all false worships, by such plausible Earthly Arguments of uniformities, 

universalities, Antiquities, Immunities, Dignities, Rewards, unto submitters, and 

the contrary to Refusers). 

 

 
Though Wood might mention wolves a little more than usual for these early chroniclers, 

none quite match the sadistic delight expressed by John Josselyn decades later in describing the 

recent success at killing the animals with the technique of wrapping fish hooks in rendered fat 

and leaving them near carrion to swallow and die a slow painful death.19 The rest of his 1672 

New England Rarities Discovered reads like an abridged bestiary and botanical digest before 

ending with a brief, somewhat complimentary Description of an Indian Squa(w) which 

objectifies native women and has the general aspect of a reassuring assessment of the potential 

livestock at a cattle auction, noting the hair, teeth, and health of body: 

The Men are somewhat Horse Fac’d, and generally Faucious, i.e. without beards; 

but the Women many of them have very good features; seldom without a “Come 

to me, or Cos Amoris, 

in their Countenance; all of them black Eyed, having even short Teeth, and very 

white; their Hair black, thick and long, broad Breasted; handsome streight Bodies, 

and slender, considering their constant loose habit; Their limbs cleanly, straight, 

and of a convenient stature, generally, as plump as Partridges, and saving here and 

there one, of a modest deportment. 
 

 
 

19 John Josselyn, New England’s Rarities Discovered, reprint of 1672 edition, (Bedford: Applewood Books, 2009), 

p. 15 
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Thus divergent descriptions of early New England occur, from Bradford’s narrative of 

dire struggle and resilience in adversity to Morton’s account of the bountiful, lush, Edenesque 

environment he saw and enjoyed, and the clashes with Puritan attitudes this latter vision 

reflected. These opposite outlooks informed their interactions with indigenous peoples, 

expressing themselves as either desperate exploitation versus transactional partnership, with the 

predominance of the former helping to create toxic relationships that shaped the Indian Wars 

period. As a back and forth of outrage and atrocity between colonists and Indians spread 

throughout New England, the hatreds and fears metastasized and began to pervade all aspects of 

colonial life, adding stress and urgency to old world superstitions, new world bigotries, and 

traditional conceptions of class and gender roles, finding victims to vent on in everyone from 

subaltern outsiders, widowed women, Biblically villainized animals like the wolf, and even the 

wilderness itself on a conceptual level. Controversies over witchcraft accusations would fester 

for decades as stresses from economic uncertainty in the proto capitalist world system added to 

this climate of unending violence resulting from soured relations with indigenous tribes. Colonial 

communities would be pushed inwards from all sides, compressing petty squabbles and gossip 

into eruptions of potentially deadly accusations of heresy, blasphemy, and witchcraft. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Five 

 

 

 
 

If this were the Miserable case of this Country in the time thereof, and that the Devil had so far 

prevailed upon us in our Sentiments and Actions, as to draw us from so much as looking into the 

Scriptures for our guidance into these pretended Intricacies, leading us to trusting in blind guides, 

such as the corrupt practices of some other Countries or the bloody Experiments of Bodin, and 

such other Authors. Then tho our Case be most miserable, yet it must be said of New-England, 

Thou hast destroyed thyself, and brought this greatest of Miseries upon thee. 

Robert Calef, The Witchcraft Delusion in New England, 1694 

 

 

 
 

In addition to controversies over witchcraft, a recurrent theme seventeenth century 

thinkers sparred over was the question as to whether animals had souls, with most taking the 

Cartesian view that they did not, which conveniently made any brutal, abusive, and exploitative 

treatment not subject to conscience or God’s judgement.1 The two topics converged on both 

sides of the Atlantic with the notion of animal familiars, with most holding the view that as 

empty vessels they were more receptive to spirit possession and preternatural control, though 

some believed they were sentient incarnations of demons in their own right.2 Either conclusion 

generally led to the death of the animal, often after some form of torture. 

Soulless or not, when Cotton Mather made the observation that a dog shot for witchcraft - 

related offences in Andover in 1692 could not have been the Devil in canine form as suspected 

 

1 Thomas, Man and the Natural World, p. 34 
2 John Demos; Entertaining Satan: Witchcraft and the Culture of Early New England (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1982), p. 179 
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simply because it died, and the Devil would not have, he was applying the same perverse logic 

and indifference to life found in the infamous 'swimming test' that many of those accused of 

witchcraft, sorcery, and heresy endured in the Americas and Europe. While the emphasis in 

Atlantic history scholarship has largely been on the human targets of these cruelties grounded in 

supernatural and religious superstitions like witch hysteria, theologically sanctioned purges, and 

everyday repressive behaviors, a wide variety of other living things from wolves to trees to 

domestic animals all fell victim to the wrath of the righteous. Many of the beliefs and world 

views that made their consideration as objects of accusation possible, as well as the social and 

judicial mechanisms that made their prosecutions credible were carried over to the American 

colonies from the old world, where for centuries domestic animals as well as wild predators 

could fall under the purifying gaze of judgement, and trials even against diminutive creatures 

like insects, mollusks, and rodents could result in excommunication of the offending vermin, and 

even attempts at exorcism. (One such trial the old world parish priest of Kaltern issued an 

anathema against swarming grasshoppers that were devastating cropland.3) While these 

spectacular public ceremonies were immensely popular with the majority of people in the 

communities in which they were performed, like their secular counterparts, they did draw 

occasional minority criticism from learned scholars within the church and outside of it in both 

the old world and the new. Like later witchcraft skeptics in New England such as Robert Calef, 

even Thomas Aquinas would weigh in on the subject centuries earlier with a dissenting opinion, 

stating that irrational creatures could not feel guilt and thus should not be punished.4 

Furthermore, he believed that as tools of God, cursing them was blasphemous, and that even if 

they had been used for evil, any anathema should be directed at those demonic or bewitching 

 

3 Peter Dinzelbacher, Animal Trials: A Multidisciplinary Approach, (Journal of Interdisciplinary 

History,Vol.32,No.3, p.405-421,The MIT Press, 2002), p. 408 
4 Esther Cohen, Law, Folklore and Animal Lore, (Past & Present, 110, Oxford University Press, 1986), p. 20 
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Figure 17. This well known ‘Swimming Test’ image from the 1613 Ludicium Aquae is populated 

by several unruly category-breaking animals including two runaway horses, a lactating boar, 

and two dogs in the water. All of these species would find representation among those killed for 

accusations of witchcraft and bestiality. 

 

 
forces directing them. It was perplexing to these thinkers that excommunication was ever 

considered proper at all in such situations when, besides the fact that animals were still largely 

seen as soulless creatures by the Church, they were also, more pertinently, never members of the 

Church, and thus could not be exiled from it. It was thus also questioned by contemporary legal 

scholars.5 Precedent for such secular skepticism dates at least as far back as Aquinas 

contemporary Philippe de Beaumanoir, a thirteenth century judge and administrator, who in an 

opinion similar to that of Aquinas called out proceedings against animals publicly, not as animal 

cruelty outright but as a scam, 'a profitable source of income for seigneurial authorities', claiming 

 

5 Dinzelbacher, Animal Trials, 414 
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that animals could not know the law and thus could not be held responsible for breaking it.6 Such 

dissent was in the minority, however, and prosecutions continued for centuries, crossing the 

Atlantic as witchcraft and bestiality cases were prosecuted in the European colonies in America, 

with animals routinely executed as the tainted victims of such ‘crimes against nature’.7 Drawing 

a fine point on the elitism of the time, Beaumanoir contemporary Jean Boutillier wrote in support 

of the trials and executions of animals in cases of homicide unless the victim was a serf, in which 

case a monetary penalty would suffice.8 

For the old world Church, the spectacle of such ceremonies was also an excellent way to 

drum up Church revenue and help justify tithes, and in new world, it certainly brought the God- 

fearing out to New England assemblies. Protestants and Catholics alike in Europe had both 

condemned and executed witches and their familiars after Pope Innocent VIII’s 1484 Summis 

desiderantes affectibus facilitated Henrik Kramer’s 1487 Malleus Maleficarum which ignited 

witch hysteria on the continent thirty years before Martin Luther published his Die 95 Thesen, 

thus the persecution of people and animals under the accusation of witchcraft was grounded in 

pre-Reformation, Christian culture and tradition, and was consequently able to genetically split 

and jump schisms as well as oceans, a recessive trait in multiple post Reformation faiths on both 

sides of the Atlantic. It would surface again and again in periods of social, political, and spiritual 

stress, and like lynchings in early twentieth century America, it could provide a violent cathartic 

release for the virulent intolerance of the times in which it presented symptoms.9 This was no 

more apparent than in seventeenth century New England where Indian wars, the spillovers from 

6 Cohen, Law, Folklore and Animal Lore, p. 20 
7 John M. Murrin, “Things Fearful to Name”: Bestiality in Colonial America, (Princeton: Pennsylvania History, 

1998), p. 24 

8 Cohen, Law, Folklore and Animal Lore, 24 
9 George C. Wright, Racial Violence in Kentucky, 1865--1940: Lynchings, Mob Rule, and Legal Lynchings, (Baton 

Rouge: Lousiana State University Press, 1996), p. 42 
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European national conflicts, daily and long-term economic instabilities, and just the everyday 

stresses of struggling to survive in a less developed land, all worked together to exacerbate and 

amplify social anxieties, superstitions, and bigotries. Yet the scapegoating of Indians and wild 

animals was likely secondary to the venting on members of one’s own white community and 

even household animals by those predisposed to such abuses. Such abuse could be domestic and 

private in acts against family and livestock, or official and ritualized, as in the public mutilation 

punishments still meted out for crimes, or it could even take the form of the sort of guerrilla 

violence and harassment seen in the abuse of someone like Katherine Harrison’s livestock and 

the venomous accusations against her which led to her expulsion from Wethersfield. 

The line between faith-based persecutions and judicial prosecutions can thus become 

blurred in intensely religious communities, something relevant to the understanding of the 

theocratic societies of our own time as well. While it is perhaps a stretch to call the Protestant 

social formations of seventeenth century New England which repressed people during outbreaks 

of witch hysteria some kind of American Taliban, the similarities from a non-religious 

perspective nearly outweigh the differences. The institutionalization of religious doctrine in 

codified law would be resisted by some contemporaries, but as it grew from popular grassroots 

beliefs, it would not be completely repudiated until discussions regarding the separation of 

Church and state became part of the American national dialogue. The persistence of these older 

traditions and doctrines helped maintain hierarchies of rank, which began at the top with wealthy 

landed white free men and did not necessarily come to terminus at their racial or gendered 

opposite. The poorest non white men and women held in slavery were indeed at the bottom of 

the hierarchy in the commodified human spectrum, but power assignation continued further 

downward into the animal kingdom. In fact, such hierarchies themselves, while maintaining the 
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apex of powerful white men fairly constant and stable in patriarchal order, often shuffled the 

lower ranks around with different non white groups moving between different positions of status 

as shifting racial scripts were deployed throughout the Americas’ history, with the designated 

worth and rights of lowest rank humans during periods of legal slavery approaching that of an 

owner's animal property.10 This fluidity made it possible for the hierarchy itself to be corrupted 

at whim by those directing its trajectory from the top. 

In the context of the seventeenth century Christian belief systems in New England, the 

behavior of domination became exaggerated and less modulated or filtered the further down the 

socioeconomic, demographic and evolutionary ‘foodchain’ of rights hierarchies it went, and the 

closer to absolute impunity it got, with the actions taken against living property in the form of 

slaves, genocidally targeted native Americans, and the of course all the non human passengers 

along the way, in a vector toward absolute impunity, revealing the dominator’s true character. 

John Underhill typified this with respect to the indigenous people he slaughtered, but so did all 

those participating in an unquestioning devotion to the entire Mosaic belief system as most 

colonists were. Adam was granted absolute dominion over the soulless wilderness’s soulless 

nonhuman inhabitants, and this sovereignty was transferred on to them. 

In the same manner that much can be learned about a society in studying the way the 

least powerful in its human hierarchies are treated, much can also be revealed in studying the 

way it interacts with the natural world and non humans life. An individual willing to enslave and 

torture other humans in a society that authorizes such behavior will likely show even far less 

restraint with non human individuals, and the one set of learned behaviors will likely influence 

the other. Just as animal abuse is so common among burgeoning psychopaths and serial killers, 

10 Natalia Molina, How Race is Made in America: Immigration, Citizenship,, and the Historical Power of Racial 

Scripts, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2014), p. 66 
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these impulses expressed on a sanctioned cultural level manifest in a much purer form, as its non 

human victims are silent, and the abuses they suffer are not weighed against any possibility of 

condemnation or retaliation, and might even be perceived to be encouraged by governing cultural 

elements as an articulation of Adam’s dominion over the natural world. It is more likely than not 

that the mutilation of Katherine Harrison’s livestock was not anomalous, just as the recorded 

wolf extirpation campaigns, the circle hunts, and other forms of sanctioned animal torture and 

abuse were most likely only a fraction of the actual count.11 

While contemporary movements in the development of animal rights advocacy were 

gaining momentum on the other side of the Atlantic in early modern England, such ideas were 

much less common in the Americas. And in all fairness, at the popular level, even the most 

progressive European thinkers existed in their own cultural reference frame with an indifferent 

public, and the tolerance of everyday abuse was woven together with many contradictory 

elements. Gestures of familiarity, like the personal naming of oxen, horses, dogs and even 

livestock meant little when the animals in question were considered disposable or raised to be 

slaughtered for food. 

For the vast majority of people in old or New England, any such notions indulged by 

those who worked with animals most closely stands in sharp contrast to both the theological 

dictates designating them soulless and to the reality of the manipulation and abuse they suffered. 

The routine betrayal of such affections reinforced such hierarchies from the bottom up, and 

during times of witch hysteria, any demonstrated affection toward animals could make someone 

a target for accusation. Animal familiars were seen everywhere, from the household dog to 

chickens, birds, and of course remaining transient wolves lingering on after the largest packs 

 

11 Jon Coleman, Vicious: Wolves and Men in America, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2006), p. 63 
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were decimated. The records kept on animals killed during this period are obviously far less 

complete than those accounting for human casualties, but it is likely that the general attitude was 

to always err on the side of caution in a case of demonic witchcraft like the killing of the dog 

remarked upon by Mather at the opening of this section. The death of a soulless dog was of little 

consequence when Satan and his demons were pulling the levers of power all around him in a 

magical symphony of psychopathic delusion and sociopathic projection. 

It is also necessary to keep in mind that the persecution and killing of people and animals 

in New England under accusations of witchcraft had many different reasons for occurring, often 

only sharing the common factor as a cultural mechanism of destroying lives with unfounded 

accusations linking them. Extralegally, the bullying, harassment, and legal abuse Katherine 

Harrison and her family endured leading up to the 1668 charge of witchcraft brought against her 

and the 1669 conviction exemplified not only the kind of Christianity practiced by her neighbors, 

but the lengths to which a Christian community would go to preserve their conception of proper 

gender roles in a social hierarchy. Like Marjory Kempe in England two centuries earlier, 

Harrison’s empathy was used against her as she anguished over witnessing her animals being 

mistreated, but had little recourse to change their fate or her own. The sheer volume of the 

incidents she lists suggests a targeting nature of the crimes and mutilations and an attitude of 

gross indifference to life on the part of those committing them: 

“…what I would present to you in the first place is we had a yoke of oxen one of which spoiled 

at our stile before our door, with blows upon the back and side, so bruised that he was altogether 

unserviceable; about a fortnight or three weeks after the former, we had a cow spoiled, her back 

broke and two of her ribs, nextly I had a heifer in my barnyard; my earmark of which was cut 

out, and other earmarks set on; nextly I had a sow that had young pigs earmarked (in the sty) 

after with a knife or some weapon and wounded to death; nextly I had a cow in the street 

wounded in the bag as she stood before my door, in the street nextly, I had a sow went out into 
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the woods, came home with ears luged and one of her hind legs cut off.” 

- Katherine Harrison, October 6, 1668 12 

 

 

 
While there is no record that Harrison worked professionally as a midwife, there is some 

evidence that she attempted to help people with medical needs, was acquainted with the study of 

apothecary, and did some work as what we might today consider a visiting nurse.13 As such, she 

was likely blamed when she could not help, adding to the resentment already building against her 

for violating gender norms as an unmarried woman with property, showing that in seventeenth 

century New England, gender trumped class when it came to repression and degradation. These 

events occurred during a period when it was becoming increasingly popular for ministers to 

transition away from heavily relying on the medieval negative construction of the vilification of 

Eve as the source of all man's sin to degrade women's status in their sermons, lectures, and 

writings, toward presenting a positive image of the ideal submissive 'helpmeet' woman, who 

accepted her inferiority willingly.14 Puritan leaders found it easier to program women to serve 

men in the household hierarchy with this positive reinforcement. And any women who 

threatened this "divinely planned social order" in any way needed to be chastised or purged. 

Abusing her animals was a means of both punishing her for such category breaking infractions 

and manipulating her toward what was believed to be her proper place in dependency to the 

patriarchal order. 

 

12 David D. Hall, Witch-Hunting in Seventeenth-Century New England: A Documentary History, 1638-1693, (New 

York: Northeastern University Press, 1991), p. 171 
13 Carol F. Karlsen; The Devil in the Shape of a Woman: Witchcraft in Colonial New England, (New York: Random 

House, 1987), p. 85 

14 Karlsen; The Devil, p. 155, 171 
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Figure 18. Animal familiars surround the figures of a witch, a demon and two men in a 1621 

engraving from the unpublished manuscript Dæmonologia: A Discourse on Witchcraft as it was 

Acted in the Family of Mr. Edward Fairfax of Fuyston. 
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Chapter Six 

 

 

 
“…the Savages shall hereby have just cause to blesse the houre when this enterprise was 

undertaken. First and chiefly, in respect of the most happy and gladsome tidings of the most 

glorious Gospel of our Saviour Jesus Christ, whereby they may be brought from falshood to 

trueth, from darknesse to light, from the hieway of death to the path of life, from superstitious 

idolatrie to sincere Christianity, from the devill to Christ, from hell to heaven. And if in respect 

of all the commodities they can yeelde us (were they many moe) that they should but receive this 

onely benefit of Christianity, they were more then fully recompenced. “ - Sir George Peckham 

 

 
“The Wildernesse is a cleere resemblance of the world, where greedie and furious men persecute 

and devoure the harmlesse and innocent as the wilde beasts pursue and devoure the Hinds and 

Roes.” - Roger Williams 

 

 
 

Long after the death of Pablo Escobar in 1992, the entrenched economic interests of 

narco traffickers continued to influence the regional economic and political history of Latin 

America, cutting a swath of bloodshed and corruption throughout the western hemisphere and 

beyond, and do so to this day. Normal governmental instruments appeared to have been 

completely corrupted by the influx of the many billions of dollars from the illegal narcotics 

industry, and while the state would ostensibly serve and protect the largest legitimate interests of 

the wealthy, these were on many levels aligned and bent toward protecting the interests of an 

intercontinental economy of addiction and the commodities which served it.1 In fact, the reason 

for this fluid continuity was that these socioeconomic paradigms predated Escobar in the 

Americas by centuries, and the paths he and others traversed and the boundaries they 

transgressed were all well established long before his rise and fall, and the effects they had on 

indigenous societies, economies, and ecologies was catastrophic long before Escobar’s African 

 

1 Ann Farnsworth-Alvear, Marco Palacios, Ana María Gómez López, The Colombia Reader: History, Culture, 

Politics, (Durham: Duke University Press, 2017), p. 420 
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hippos escaped their containment pens on Hacienda Napoles in one final act of defiance against 

the very idea of boundaries. 

The trade in beaver pelts procured in colonial America to provide fleece for a Swedish- 

style hat fashion manufactured in Europe might be even more superfluous than the modern trade 

in illicit narcotics which have at one time or another at least have been believed to have valid 

medical applications. At the same time, an economy based so heavily upon such a non essential 

item as a fashionable hat and its intercontinental support system infrastructure can be difficult to 

disentangle from what might be considered a ‘legitimate’, staple commodity when so much 

wealth and geography is involved in its commerce. On a philosophical level, it can be argued that 

no commodity is more legitimate than another and that even things like wheat and rice or iron 

and coal represent cultural or industrial ‘preferences’. That does not mean that these 

commodifying and consumptive choices are economically equivalent or politically and ethically 

value-neutral; it simply means that all such choices, even scarcity-induced choices or those 

resulting from generations or centuries of traditional development can be analyzed as another 

form of compulsive consumptive behavior when it becomes plain that different choices would 

make different options available. Traditional Abrahamic agrarian behaviors which encourage the 

perpetuation of overpopulation models and subsequent overconsumption and overutilization of 

land resources thus open up multigenerational worldviews to criticism in terms of sustainability 

and the exponentially increasing negative side effects they produce. The beaver hat industry and 

its globally sprawling infrastructure puts an even finer point on the subject of consumptive 

choices, as it was so unnecessary a product with such catastrophic ecological effects, when so 

many other more efficient and less costly options were available for headwear at the time. In the 

same way the coca production infrastructure has led to deforestation, gang violence, and 
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narcostate corruption in modern Latin America, the Beaver Wars period in New England can be 

seen as corroding intertribal relations in colonial America and corrupting political and economic 

systems, leading to far greater external costs in internecine strife and disruption than accounted 

for by those taking the most profit from the industry. 

Yet does this mean that other commodities like timber and cod exports from the early 

Americas were more ‘legitimate’ than dismembered beaver parts? How do even earlier modern 

south and central American gold exports, another major economic driver in the Western 

Hemisphere, figure into the mix; as a mythologized luxury item or as an essential foundation of 

global financial systems? These are all good questions, but in the most general sense, the most 

‘whimsical’ luxury items exist in a sort of parasitic relationship to the more fundamental staple 

commodities, and would not exist without them, while the reverse is not the case. So in a causal 

hierarchy at least, they are less necessary and less legitimate. You don’t ‘need’ a beaver hat to 

get cod, timber or iron, but you likely need the existence of those primary industries to maintain 

the trade and manufacture of a manipulated fashion trend. Like the commodities of modern 

narcocapitalism, the commerce in beaver pelts and glands was vastly disproportionate in scope 

and capacity for wealth generation when compared to that of staple commodities, and this 

fortune-making capacity could corrupt all parties involved. In addition, colonists and native 

peoples alike preoccupied with the fur trade might neglect other activities like raising crops to 

participate in it, pushing them into an increasingly desperate dependence on it. Though not 

exclusively involved in the beaver trade, the last details William Bradford gives regarding the 

ordeal of dealing with an increasingly unstable and desperate Thomas Weston reads almost like a 

Narcotics Anonymous testimonial. The saga of the ever-manipulative Weston culminates in his 
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defrauding colonists of their beaver pelts before ultimately being arrested by Captain Gorges.2 

The fact that Weston had shaped so much of Plymouth’s early history and trajectory including 

the use of the very locale of New England over more hospitable southerly climes because he 

believed it would be more profitable to him personally, underscores the structural role that 

consumptive, greed-driven behaviors played in the foundation of early America. 

And just like the modern global drug trade, foreign factors and unforeseen events often 

shaped the currents of exchange. The beaver’s watershed moment of population collapse would 

come in one of the more remarkable examples of vertical history crossing the more horizontal 

lines of proto capitalist development, when an interruption in the fur trade by the French 

Revolution cratered the price of pelts coming out of America. This led not to a search for 

alternate sources of income by native hunters, but rather to the doubling down and overhunting 

of beaver to compensate for their losses, resulting in an accelerated disappearance from many 

eastern woodlands. 3 A century earlier, just before the Beaver Wars helped the five nations of the 

ascendant Iroquois organization expand its control throughout the eastern forests in advance of 

later stages of colonial settlement with Machiavellian flair, what had made North American fur 

sources so appealing was that the market forces of diminishing fur stocks coming back from the 

frontiers of Siberia had been depressing the supply chain and increasing production costs. As 

northern Russia was just beginning to experience its own ecological collapse of inland 

waterways due to the extirpation of its beaver population, a ready supply was opened up in the 

newly discovered continents, driving secondary hat production industries from specialization to 

 

 

 

2 Bradford, William ; Of Plymouth Plantation 1620-1647, (New York: Random House 1981), p. 131 

3 Robin F. Wells , Castoreum and Steel Traps in Eastern North America, (American Anthropologist,Vol. 74, No. 3 

(Jun., 1972), 482 
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mass production. So in effect, the beaver hat was in many ways both emblematic of and 

instrumental in the development of modern capitalism. 

 

 
Figure 19. The graphic and somewhat racist 1796 depiction by Jacques Grasset de Saint- 

Sauveur of an Iroquois warrior cutting the scalp off a member of another tribe. In fact, it was 

Europeans that financed scalping during the colonial period, with Indian scalps taken during the 

Pequot War, and a 1641 bounty of ten fathoms of wampum offered by the governor of New 

Netherland for every Raritan scalp, and the Massachusetts Bay Colony promising similar 

compensations. What the image does accurately capture, however, is the tragic and brutal result 

of the intertribal turf wars catalyzed by the engagement with European proto capitalist trade 

relationships that proved devastating for many indigenous peoples. 
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But it is not just this superstructure of early American commodity protocapitalism which 

draws comparison to modern global narcocapitalism, the microstructures of personal addiction 

do as well. The study of addiction psychology can inform early American history on many 

levels. Two of the better known and more obvious are the effect alcoholism had on indigenous 

social structures in all post contact periods and regions, and how new everyday European 

consumptive habits for new world exports containing substances like nicotine, caffeine and sugar 

powered vast economic infrastructures that would begin to resemble an addiction economy. But 

on both a more subtle and a more overarching critical level, addiction studies can help describe 

the mechanical behavior and devastating tendencies of those infrastructures themselves, and 

reveal them as pulsing European markets reacting appetitively to every new and emerging global 

source of the ever addictive speculation in commodity wealth. Everything from furs stripped 

from the backs of animals to supply a fashion trend in hats to the cocoa cultivated in expanding 

clearcut forest land to satisfy yet another glutinous consumer demand-driven market for another 

non-essential product, the wonders of the ‘new’ and the whims of fashion could be as 

catastrophically devastating as the slowly grinding cogs of political and agrarian expansion and 

development. In fact, the developmental and technological limitations of sixteenth and 

seventeenth century shipping being what they were, it is arguable that few actual staple 

‘necessities’ flowed from the early New England colonies, with most crucial needs of residents 

on both sides of the Atlantic met domestically. The primary appeal for exploration and 

colonization thus was wealth creation, via industries based on things like this superfluous hat 

fashion and stimulant-containing consumables, accelerated by the competition between European 

colonial powers trading in the same commodities, leading in turn to the legal development of 

transnational economic structures like the companies and factors that would ultimately become 
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what we call commodity capitalism. And once again, the archetype of an overbearing, rapacious 

male encouraged by faith in an overbearing, rapacious patriarch deity emerges and populates 

these many relationships between speculative factors and their supply chains as both pusher and 

addict, cartel member and regulatory body officer, and even as the many collateral victims of 

many, many turf wars. While indigenous peoples certainly suffered and lost the most in these 

conflicts as the tendrils of pre and early protocapitalist formations spread ever deeper into the 

newly ‘discovered’ continents during the exploration era, Europeans of lower rank, status, and 

wealth often found their lives consumed by it as well. For every Thomas Weston, there were 

likely thousands of minor players at every level involved in similarly disintegrating get-rich- 

quick schemes and exploitative extractive ventures. 

In the Roger Williams quote at the beginning of this section, he is juxtaposing the 

predation dynamics of New England forest ecology with the greed of men in civilized society. 

But a further extrapolation of everything he says could be made between the ravenous, rapacious 

appetites of the European colonizers, their agents, and the factors, companies and nations they 

represented, as well as between the entirety of this cutting edge of Western development and the 

plentiful animal and plant life exploited in the Americas with devouring greed. Corrupting and 

disintegrating indigenous societies every step of the way, European speculators and colonists 

would induce a conflicted mix of victimization and collaboration among the native peoples 

dependent on these ecologies, either displacing them or employing them as hunters and middle 

men for European factors, contributing to the destruction of their own way of life and of those 

same overarching ecologies.4 

 

 

 
 

4 Wells, Castoreum, p. 481 
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This degradation would not be limited to the physical realm, however, as in struggling to 

find a place in this new world order increasingly structured around European colonization and 

conquest, native populations in New England and the Americas often faced the impossible 

choice of betraying much of their own ideologies and animal folklore by engaging in the 

extractive European fur trade and its consumer culture, threatening not only their continuation as 

viable tribes but their very existence as culturally self-determining peoples. Indigenous beliefs 

placing respect and value on the lives of non human wildlife became denuded from popular lore, 

often fading into a trace existence in the face of the sterilizing cultural clearcut of the now 

dominant Abrahamic Christian worldview and the colonial expansion that was its delivery 

system.5 Though not always actively converted, the mere exposure of indigenous cultures on the 

brink of annihilation to the newcomers’ pre-packaged apocalyptic messianic religion could even 

remove the organic process of developing their own end-times folklore, something Wovoka’s 

militant Ghost Dance two centuries later a few thousand miles to the West would attempt to 

articulate. 

The war on indigenous cultural identities was thus as pervasive as the war on their socio 

economic reality and the ecologies they depended on which undergirded it all. As beaver were 

removed from region after region, their dams would fail and wetlands and ponds would begin to 

drain, reducing and often eliminating components of integral ecologies and causing game 

animals to seek forage elsewhere, as well as creating cascade displacements of other flora and 

fauna. Areas where wet-footed trees like Alder thrived would now be colonized by trees like 

Maple, heralding a fundamental shift in the ecological makeup of the land. Settler colonialism 

 

 
 

5 John F. Richards, The Unending Frontier: An Environmental History of the Early Modern World, (Los Angeles: 

University of California Press, 2005), p. 474 
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and the fur trapping extraction economies that came with it were thus cataclysmic for a broad 

variety of life in the Americas on multiple levels. 

On an individual level, besides being a keystone species facilitating so much diversity in 

the wildlife of the heathy ecosystems they inhabited, beaver were also well known for their close 

family structures and gentle dispositions. Peter Kalm would write about them in his Travels in 

North America: 

Some persons in Philadelphia have tamed beavers, so that they could go fishing 

with them, and they always come back to their masters. Major Roderfort, in New 

York, related that he had a tame beaver over half a year in his house, where he 

went about loose, like a dog. The Major gave him bread, and sometimes fish, 

which he liked very much. He got as much water as he wanted in a bowl. All the 

rags and soft things he found he dragged into a corner where he used to sleep, and 

made a bed of them. The cat in the house, having kittens, took possession of his 

bed, and he did not hinder her. When the cat went out, the beaver often took a 

kitten between his forepaws and held it to his breast to warm it, and doted upon it; 

as soon as the cat returned he gave her the kitten again. 

– Peter Kalm, February the 8th, 1749 

 

Of course the fate of the vast majority of beaver and other premium furbearers within 

range of colonial contact was violently different than that of the adopted pet described above. 

Relatively sustainable indigenous hunting practices and the regional intertribal infrastructure and 

way of life they made possible now either perished or adapted to a world trade of far flung 

markets and manufacturing centers. The harvest of this keystone species for the manufacture of a 

Swedish hat style fashionable in Europe after the Thirty Years War became the maker of 

fortunes for the peers of William Bradford and John Winthrop, but an apocalypse for indigenous 

ecologies, yet sustained the colonies financially when they could not feed themselves reliably by 

sustainable fishing and farming. The animal’s eventual extirpation from successive New England 

frontiers was seen as inconsequential on any moral level to the God-fearing white majority, 
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soulless beasts which existed only to be used by man. Their gradual loss was noted as 

dispassionately by contemporaries as they might have observed a tapped out mine no longer 

producing its magical mineral wealth from a hole in the ground, something which also, according 

to seventeenth century thinkers like Abbe de Vallemont, would regrow given enough time.6 

 

 
Figure 20. A section of a 1635 map by Dutch cartographer Joan Blaeu, Nova Belgica et Anglia 

Nova, based on surveys conducted by Dutch traders Adriaen Block between 1611-1614 showing 

various furbearers native to what would later become parts of Connecticut, New York, and New 

Jersey. 

 

 
Parallel extraction infrastructures followed this development and chronological arc inland 

with the development of increasingly corporate hunting and logging economies of the interior. 

As many coastal areas became depleted of the commodities demanded by European markets and 

the growing populations of the colonies, frontiers pushed further north and west. Western regions 

of New York, Pennsylvania, and Virginia would be increasingly opened up and brought into the 

 
6 Merchant, Revolutions, p. 126 
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supply chain throughout the eighteenth century. Native hunters would be employed heavily, with 

payment often made in other commodities and manufactured goods they were becoming 

increasingly dependent upon. Official prohibitions against the sale of firearms and alcohol were 

often subverted in actual unregulated practice. The Beaver Wars had thus represented just one 

flashpoint in an ongoing process of indigenous economic and cultural disintegration, and in 

many ways would become paradigmatic of the effect European settler colonialism had on 

indigenous societies, economies, and ecologies for the next two centuries of westward 

expansion. 

The early American fur trade was thus not completely unique in the context of world 

history, but the scale and speed of the local extinctions it accomplished is certainly remarkable. 

The beaver’s successive regional extirpations along the vanguard of frontier expansion led to 

hydrological changes cascading across multiple ecosystems, from the effects on migratory fish 

using its porous dam ponds as nurseries, to effects on the various land-bound wildlife which had 

adapted over millennia to wetland ecologies, and of course to the effect all this would have for 

the indigenous human cultures which relied on them. In addition to beaver, populations of nearly 

all native large mammal species on land and sea began to feel the crushing pressures of an 

international commerce in dismembered body parts. To many indigenous peoples, wolf pelts 

were perhaps even more valuable than beaver and served almost as a form of spiritually 

embedded currency, as William Bradford notes in On Plymouth Plantation. Against a backdrop 

of a long Biblical tradition vilifying the wolf in popular imagination among Europeans, 

American colonists now placed a monetary value on them and justified their torture in the wolf 

pits, poisoning, and the slow painful killing with cod hooks wrapped in meat and fat left out for 

them mentioned earlier. In Virginia, colonial authorities gave local tribes a cow for every eight 
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wolves they killed.7 As another keystone species like beaver, their disappearance throughout 

New England would send cascading ecological effects throughout their habitats.8 

It must finally be noted that wildlife management is not a modern concept. From ancient 

sacred groves, to forests managed during the classical period by hyloroi, to medieval royal 

forests in Europe maintained and protected by appointed foresters often sanctioned to employ 

summary justice on poachers and trespassers, people have long known the effects of 

deforestation and have for varying reasons protected areas of wilderness.9 So it was not new 

knowledge that there is a correlation between quality of habitat and abundance of wildlife, and it 

was in fact a very deliberate action to favor the pastoral over wilderness for economic and 

theological reasons. This was certainly the case in New England. William Wood, William 

Bradford and even Thomas Morton all write about the desire to extirpate certain species from the 

wilderness landscape, most often those animals that scripture had also designated as ‘evil’ or 

undesirable in some way. And from a biological perspective, that is their most lasting legacy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7 Thomas, Man and the Natural World, p. 30 
8 Coleman, Vicious, p. 107 

9 Hughes, Pan’s Travail, p. 87 
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Conclusion 
 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 21. “The newly-cleared lands in America have, almost invariably, a bleak, hopeless 

aspect. The trees are cut over at the height of three or four feet from the ground, and the stumps 

are left for many years till the roots rot; the edge of the forest, opened for the first time to the 

light of the sun, looks cold and raw; the ground, rugged and ill-dressed, has a most 

unsatisfactory appearance, as if nothing could ever be made to spring from it.” Etching and text 

by Basil Hall from Travels in North America in the years 1827 and 1828. 

 

 
Our cold is much moderated since the opening and clearing of our woods, and the winds do not 

blow roughly as in the days of our fathers. 

Cotton Mather, The Christian Philosopher; Of Cold 

 

The earth dries up and withers, the world languishes and withers, the exalted of the earth 

languish. The earth is defiled by its people; they have disobeyed the laws, violated the statutes 

and broken the everlasting covenant. 
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Isaiah 24:4-5 

 

 

 

 
American frontier expansion was replicated multiple times with increasingly more 

destructive technologies and methods. The process of domination, purification, and exploitation 

under an overarching patriarchal Abrahamic worldview and entitlement package was perhaps 

softer and less defined in some, though certainly not all, of its later incarnations than it had been 

for the earliest Puritan settlers, but the basic constellation of beliefs was generally still present. 

Land was still legally defined as 'improved' when clearcut, the removal of indigenous people was 

still justified as providential and their well being inconsequential, and the death of countless 

wildlife and the living old growth forests in which they made their homes was barely registered 

except as the deliberately harvested or incidental commodities they might provide along the way. 

Within the colonizing communities, women played a greater role in life outside the household on 

the frontier, but their power was still limited by social, political, and economic traditions which 

favored men and perpetuated mythologies of white male supremacy. Settler colonialism was 

effective precisely because its mechanical components remained intact from place to place, and 

the patriarchal Abrahamic worldview remained its guiding light. 

Though William Bradford feared the dilution of his community’s faith in the 1630’s 

when the Western frontier was no further than the Connecticut valley, the behavior of these 

pioneers in the following decades would prove to be just as virulent on the banks of the 

Connecticut River as they were on the shores of Plymouth Bay.1 And as future generations 

moved that frontier past the Quinnipiac and then past the Housatonic, these later waves of 

 

1 Alan Heimert; Puritanism, the Wilderness, and the Frontier, (The New England Quarterly, Vol. 26, No. 3, 1953), 

p.363 
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development would exemplify the resilience and effectiveness of Christian settler colonialism 

with every clearcut hillside and streambank, with every tribe run off ancestral lands, and with 

every reconstituted Church-based patriarchy. 

As the decades passed, however, Bradford’s fears did in fact come to be realized. As New 

England cities grew, their populations began to look back toward the cosmopolitan centers of 

Europe with intellectual curiosity and a yearning for cultural sophistication. Enlightenment ideas 

would traverse the Atlantic to an increasingly receptive audience throughout the eighteenth 

century. Pioneers, however, with a few notable exceptions, continued to be fairly God-fearing, 

transporting with them to the edge of the wilderness the colonial ideal of faith through hardship 

and suffering.2 Houses of worship were often among the first structures raised after settlement, 

becoming a focus of the faith community in the planning stage, during construction as a labor of 

faith, and after completion as an architectural symbol of faithful work. Unlike the lavishly 

decorated Catholic churches of the old world with their elaborately colored and detailed stained- 

glass windows, these austere structures often reflected the landscape clearcuts themselves in 

unadorned monochromatic simplicity, with barren, white walls and south facing unstained 

windows to bathe the faithful in the maximum intensity of the purifying white light of their white 

male God. 

Among the Enlightenment ideas promulgated between both urban and settler 

demographics during the eighteenth century was the theory of anthropogenic climate change, 

which was more or less universally approved of and sought after. Luminaries from Abbe Du 

Bos, Montesquieu, and David Hume in Europe to Cotton Mather, Hugh Williamson, and Thomas 

Jefferson in America all recommended clearcutting forests to balance the humors, advance 

 

2 Zilberstein; Climate Change in Early America, 9 
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civilization, decrease the extremes of winds, and increase the temperature of unsettled regions to 

induce a more temperate climate.3 Williamson believed these improvements “by the progress of 

cultivation” would make the continent more hospitable to people with “fair skin” and less 

hospitable to those with darker complexions.4 And Jefferson, in a letter to Jean Baptiste Le Roy, 

suggested that the Spanish should “make an opening thro the isthmus of Panama” to effect global 

climate change, making the Gulf of Mexico “stagnant and safe” by disrupting the Gulf Stream 

and decreasing fog on the Grand Banks of Newfoundland, the latter being an idea he credited to 

Benjamin Franklin.5 It is no surprise then that individual settlers and extraction industrialists felt 

little or no hesitation at deforesting vast swaths of countryside, disrupting streams and draining 

wetlands in an aggressive expansionist policy of “colonization through cultivation”.6 

By the middle of the nineteenth century much of the Great Lakes region was under 

development, and the now much more organized timber interests eyed the western territories.7 

This industrial clearcutting of vast swaths of old growth forest and the destruction of habitat for 

everything it provided for would continue for the next hundred years. Despite some movements 

toward a nationalist rebranding in the late eighteenth century nominating a virile conception of 

‘wilderness’ as one of the unique characteristics distinguishing and elevating America above its 

frail European elders, the theological imperative for its destruction and the bringing of pastoral 

civilization to completion remained a complimentary ideological component to industrial and 

agrarian development.8 Intellectuals with worldviews colored by both Romanticism and the new 

 
3 James Rodger Fleming; Historical Perspectives on Climate Change (Cambridge: Oxford University Press; 1998), 

p. 26 
4 Fleming, p. 25 
5 Thomas Jefferson; Letter to Jean Baptiste Le Roy, 13 November 1786, Founders Online, National Archives, 

https://founders.archives.gov/?q=Project%3A%22Jefferson%20Papers%22&s=1111311113&r=5725 
6 Zilberstein, p. 152 
7 Williams, Forests, p. 184 
8 Nash, p. 68 
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sciences sometimes recognized and recoiled against this eradication characterized as progress, 

wrote about it, and even succeeded in protecting patches of wilderness here and there. More than 

a century before J. Donald Hughes would write his environmental history of the classical world, 

George Perkins Marsh echoed eighteenth century thinkers but with a decidedly negative, 

apocalyptic take on anthropogenic climate change in articulating an environmental degradation 

theory for the collapse of ancient civilizations in his proto-conservationist Man and Nature, 

written during the height of the Civil War. Twenty five years later, Gifford Pinchot, who cited 

Marsh as a major influence, would return to the United States fresh out of post graduate work at 

the Ecole Nationale Forestiere in France in 1891 eager to apply the conservationist ideology he 

had developed to establish the nation’s first managed forest.9 

But in New England and generally from the east coast to the Mississippi, the damage had 

 
already been done, and the march of new deforestation would continue on to the Pacific coast. 

While there is reason to be thankful that the impossibility of trying to replace centuries-old trees 

and the millennia-old ecosystems they supported did not dull the fervor of conservationists like 

Pinchot and Marsh as they laid the intellectual and policy foundations for wilderness protections 

we enjoy today, it is hard not to recognize the immensity of what was lost. A network of old 

growth canopy forests stretching from the Atlantic to the Mississippi and all their inhabitants is 

now merely the fleeting apparition of zooarchaeology, oral tradition, and a sporadically 

documented historical memory. The similar process seen taking place in equatorial regions today 

thanks to satellite imagery that makes it look more like an annihilating blight than divine 

providence might offer the closest approximation of what that march of progress in our own 

country looked like in real time. 
 

9 Kieko Mattison, Forests in Revolutionary France: Conservation, Community, and Conflict, 1669-1848 (New 

York: Cambridge University Press, 2015), p. 251. 
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Figure 21. Satellite images of Rondônia, Brazil, in the Amazon rainforest, 1972 and 2012. 

Settlers there as in early America cleared the area by cutting and burning, resulting in what is 

now called the “fishbone” pattern. 

 

 
Ironically, it was the old royal forests in Europe that most closely resembled the modern 

conceptions of wildlife preserves that the early conservationists envisioned, and these had often 

been destroyed during antiroyalist movements toward more representative government of people 

and land. The school Pinchot attended, formerly the Ecole Royale Forestiere, was in fact founded 

as a Restoration era response to a period of particularly rapacious deforestation following the 

French Revolution.10 And in England, an extremely long historical tradition of antiroyalist 

resistance to the very idea of protected wilderness dated as far back as the 47th and 48th clauses of 

the Magna Carta and the 1217 Charter of the Forest, so it is not surprising that these sentiments 

were carried over to colonies which often looked to these documents as templates for their own. 

 

10 Matteson, 167. 
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The democratization of access to wilderness would become enshrined in American pioneer 

culture, and as influential as Marsh and Pinchot, Frederick Jackson Turner would provide an 

intellectual umbrella theory for looking past wilderness in and of itself in favor or what its 

development meant to the American character. While not specifically at odds with real-world 

conservationism, his frontier thesis would reaffirm rationalizations for agricultural and industrial 

despoliation in much the same way that some felt Edmund Morgan’s paradox did for slavery. 

Despite the efforts of Pinchot’s rival John Muir and the sympathetic ear he found in their 

mutual patron Theodore Roosevelt, large agricultural and timber companies would continue to 

clearcut American wilderness into and throughout the twentieth century, and the recent 

resurgence of fundamentalist policymakers in federal and local government has created the very 

real prospect that previously protected national forest and monument areas will be opened up to 

logging and mineral extraction in the twenty first. A highly organized evangelical Creationist 

faction whose belief system maintains that the world is less than ten thousand years old and is 

expected to end imminently in an End-times event is now in charge of the long term planning of 

the United States. It seems fairly unlikely that wilderness protections will increase under these 

conditions. 
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Figure 22.The ‘Dark Day’ of May 19, 1780 was observed across New England states and parts 

of Canada and was believed by many to be a supernatural event. In 2008, University of Missouri 

researchers combined written accounts and tree ring records to determine that the dark day was 

actually caused by massive wildfires burning in Canada at the time. 
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